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Abstract

This study sought to determine the relationship between para-social interaction
(an imaginary interaction with m ass media) with local and network news viewing and
rhetorical sensitivity (an attitude toward encodng spoken messages). It was predated
that para-social interaction would be positively related to rhetorical sensitivity. The
Rubin, Perse, and Powell PSI Scale was used to m eastre para-social interaction. The
three internal scales of the Hart, Carlson and Eadie RHETSEN II Scale (the Noble Self
Scale, the Rhetorical Reflector Scale and the Rhetorical Sensitivity Scale) were used to
measure rhetorical sensitivity.
157 undergaduates enrolled in communication courses responded to scales.
A canonical correlation was performed using the criterion variables of PSI Local and PSI
Network, and the predictors veriables of scores on the Noble Self Scale, the Rhetorical
Reflector Scale, and the Rhetorical Sensitivity Scale. Subsequent Pearson correlations
were performed on the individual variables.
The results of the canonical correlation were not significant. The Pearson
correlations demonstrated a weak, but significant positive relationship between both PSI
Local and PSI Network and the Noble Self Scale. A weak, but significant negative
relationship between PSI Local and the Rhetorical Sensitivity Scale is also
demonstrated. No significant relationship was found between PSI and the Rhetorical
Reflector Scale. The results indicated the opposite of the predated relationship. As
rhetorical sensitivity increases, the tendency to engage in para-social interaction
decreases. The nature of communicative choices and the nature of inirapersonal
communication are the focus of the explanation for the conflicting results. Feedback,
inherent in interpersonal communication and absent in mass communication, may serve
as the distinguishing factor.
The Rubin, Perse, and Powell PSI Scale is shown to be reliable for measuring
para-sodal interaction with both local and network television news viewing. A high
ix

correlation exists between para-social interaction with local and network news viewing.
Recommendations include future research to prove that the contrary drection of
the results are accurate and to further investigate the relationship between mass
communication and interpersonal communication.

x

Chapter 1

Introduction

Electronic media are a significant part of American life. The number of
television sets and radios exceeds the population in the United States (Cassata and
Asante, 1979, p. 100-101). The American public uses television in a myriad of ways.
One person may choose to watch a soap opera or situation comedy to fulfill tits need for
entertainment. Another may choose to view a documentary or <M-yoireeS! progam to
fulfill a need for understandng. Still anetiter may choose a talk show or news program
to fulfill the need for information.
Past researchers have suggested that television may serve to fulfill a basic
need for social interaction (Nordund, 1978; R osengen and Windahl, 1972). Some
argue television is a “functional alternative" to interpersonal, face-to-face communication
(McQuail and Windahl, 1931). People may choose to view television if they do not wish
to or cannot fulfill the need for social interaction through face-to-face interaction. Rubin
and Rubin (1985) argue that meda and interpersonal channels “are potentially coequal
alternatives that vary in term s of their primary or alternative nature" (p. 39). Mass m eda
communication and interpersonal communication may serve to fulfill similar needs.
In 1956, Horton and WoM integated a relationship between mass meda and
interpersonal communication. They argued that television gives “the illusion of
face-to-face relationship with the performer” (p. 215). They called this imaginary
face-to-m eda relationship pmt-soda! interaction. This illusion of an interpersonal
transaction is encouraged by a meda performer's conversational style and television's
visual techniques, such as doee-up camera shots. Progams which focus on a single
performer are prone to this illusion:
... of particular interest is the creation by these
[rado and television] meda of a new type of
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performer: quizmasters, announcers,
"interviewers* in a new "shew business" world
• in brief, a spedal category of "personalities"
whose existence is a function of the meda
themseiv@8...w@ shall can them personae.
(p. 216)
Today's television newscaster Is a good example of Horton and WohTs persona. The
persona offers a regular, continuous relationship which can appear to the viewer to
develop over time.
Several investigations have focused on pm-eoeia! interaction. Many of these
investigations have taken the uses and gasifications approach to the study of mass
m eda communication. The uses and gsfificstions approach "seeks to explain the role
of the mass meda for the mdvfdjals and the society from the perspective of the
consumer" (Rubin and M m , 1065, p. 36). McQuail and Windahl (1981) explain the
dfference between the radflonsl effects approach and the uses and gafiflcafiene
approach to the study of mass meda: "instead of studying what the meda do with
people; let us study what people do with meda" (p. 75). The uses and gaffificatiens
approach is predcaied on the indvidua! making a meda choice to M il some felt need.
Making that choice involves selecting the medum prior to use, using the medum, and
being gatified by that use.
A primly assumption of the uses and ga tifM on s approach is the active
audence. Levy and Windahl (1964) describe typology of audence activity with two
dmensions, a qualitative dmension and a temporal dmension. The qualitative
dmension is the audence's orientation toward the communication process. It can be
dvided into three values: audence selectivity, audence involvement, and audence use.
The temporal dmension concerns the phases of the communication sequence: before,
during, and after exposure. Para-social interaction occurs "during exposure" to the
m eda.
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There is little empirical research focusing on para-social interaction and the
communication process.

Ruhin (1981) suggests that

”(s]odal and communication influences...
usually have been ignored. Addtional
mass meda and tnt^-personal
communication sources need to be
considered for a d » s ? understating
of the mass communication process.

(p.m)
Research has been condided toward an understanding of para-social interaction.
However, Rubin, Perse, and Powell (1985) point out tiwt "althou$t m eda and performer
characteristics titat encourage the development of the parasodal relationship are
partially understood, the infrapersonal mechanisms are nof (p. 1ST). This study seeks a
better understanding of p^a-sodd interaction dmng erasu re to the meda by
examining its relationship to the communication process, with an emphasis on
infapersenal processes.
Rubin and Rubin (1985) argue that the "assumptions of uses and gratifications
... are consistent with those of a w ie iy of interpersonal communication orientations"
(p. 49). One concept that holds some promise to a better undsrstandng of what
influences para-social interaction is rhetorical sensitivity. Rhetorical sensitivity is defined
a s "a particuter attitude tow®d encodng spoken messages3 (Hat, Carlson, and Eade,
1980, p. 2). Rhetorical sensitivity is a person's attitude toward interpersonal
communication which influences ftis or her fac@4o4ace interactions with others.
Para-social interaction and rhetorical sensitivity posses® suffificientiy similar
characteristics to suggest a relationship. The present study seeks a better
underetandng of para-social interaction dting expose# to the meda by investigating
its relationship to rhetorical sensitivity.
Gregg (1971) confirmed the existence of a para-social interaction in relation to
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television news viewing by persons 60 years and older. Subsequent investigations
(Houlberg, 1984; Levy, 1979; Levy and Windahl, 1984; Palmgreen, Wenner, and
Rayburn, 1980; Rubin, Perse, and Powell, 1985; and Wenner, 1982) have focused on
para-social interaction and television news viewing. For the purposes of this study, local
news and network news progw ns w i be used to examine the relationship between
pars-sodaf interaction and rhetorical senitivity.
The proposed study it an extension of the work M a te d by Levy and Windahl
(1984) investigating m eda use and the communication sequence. They note "the very
real poasfcMty that audienee activity and gpfieiffsens stsnd i s important to w e rin g
variables in the communication process® (p. 74). The actual communication proses® in
mass m eda communication needs to be ad d ested . Rubin and Rubin (1982) v g u e that
"fljt would be valuable to consider the linkages among interpersonal communication ...
and television us® timt render television to be an importers! communication vehicle for
some persons^ (p. 242). This study w i investigate the relationship between television
viewing and interpersonal communication.
The review of pertinent Kterature, specific hypotheses, research methodology,
and results w® be explained in tit# remaining chapters. Chapter 2 Mud#® a hm !
dtecussien of m ass m eda and intifparesna! communication and a description of the
para-social interaction. This is followed by a decustion of the uses and gatificatiens
approach to m ass communication with an emphasis

m audience aetiviy and a review

of empaled investigations into para-socM interaction. The chapter continues with a
description of rhetorics! sensitivity, a review of the development of a rhetorical sensitivity
measure known a s the RHETSEN II Scale, and the characteristic relationship between
pera-socia! interaction and rhetorical tensffsvity. Chapter t concludes with the rationale,
research questions, a id hypotheses.
Chapter 3 describes the methodology used to investigate the relationship
between para-sodal interaction and rhetorical sensitivity. This chapter M u d e s a
description of the instruments used to m ea& re para-social interaction and rhetorical
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sensitivity, questionnaire construction, sampling procedure, sample size, and statistical
analysis.
Chapter 4 examines the results of the statistical analysis and the acceptance or
rejection of the hypotheses.
Chapter 5 is a discussion of the results and the limitations of the study.
Chapter 6 concludes the study with suggestions for future research.

Chapter 2

Maes Media and Interpersonal Communication

Gumpert and Cathcm (1979) argue that "every type of human communication
... is basically an interpersonal communicative act" (p. 154). This is not to say that an
communication is an interpersonal, tece^M ace interaction. They explain that afl of the
necessary component® to arty communicative act ere found in interpersonal
communication. Bsrggr and Luckman (1966) support this argument by noting the
face-to-face situation is "the prototypical cate of social interaction" (p. 26). interpersonal
communication, then, can serve as "a touchstone for measuring all communication"
(Gumpert and Cathcart, 1979, p. 154).
McQuail, Blumfer and Brown (1972) suggest foat "meda use is most suitably
characterized as an interactive process" (p. 144). Some mass meda researchers have
taken an Interpersonal approach to the study of mass meda communication.

Rado and

television have been examined as an interpersonal phenomenon. In the early 1960's,
Mendelsohn (1964) examined the function and uses of rado in the New York
Metropolitan Area. He concluded that people listen to rado stations to satisfy a variety of
psychological needs. Mendelsohn identified four principal functions of rad o stations:
1. A utilitarian information or news function
2. An active mood accompaniment function
3. A psychological release function
4. A friendy companionship function.
(p. 246)
Dominick (1974) supports the function of rado as a Miller of psychological
needs. He investigated chUcM's peer goup membership and their relationship to rado
usage. He dscovered that low peer goup membership was related to higher rado
usage. He also found that those with low peer group contacts listened to the rado more
6
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for informational reasons than entertainment. The fewer interpersonal contacts a child
had, the more he listened to the radio.
Turow (1974) and Avery and E is (1978) examined the rado talk show. This
ty p e d protyam format offers the listener the opportunity for m edated interaction. A
listener could cafl in and actually speak with the la k show host or p e st. Turow found a
sfrong need for interpersonal communication to be the principal motivating factor for
Bstener-eaHere. Avery and E is concluded that Bstener-pariicipation programs can
perform similer functions for the listener as well as the participant. They also noted that
talk A m rad o serve® as an m terpiftenal outlet for tie socially M a te d It

alto

create a communication network for those who ire physically separated, but shir©
similar interests.
We can conclude that rad o listening serves more than fust information and
entertdnment function®. R esw dh show© that rado cm be a companion. Rado
listening is influenced by interpersonal relationships. On the other hand, interpersonal
relationships are influenced by rado listening behavior. And, finally, listening to rad o
can serve as a substitute for interpersonal communication. The next section looks at
television from a particular interpersonal perspective.

Para-Social Interaction

Mass m eda communication has been examined using an interpersonal
approach. Previous etudes have examined rado listening from an interpersonal
perspective. Television, too, has been examined a s an interpersonal phenomenon.
Horton and Wohi (1956) suggest that a peeudo-ferm of interpersonal interaction exists
between tite television viewer and the television performer. Horton and Wohl explain
that "in television. especially, f te Image which is presented makes available nuances of
appearance and gesture... to which interaction is cued" (p. 215). Conversational style,
gestures, and imagery techniques, such as close-up camera shots, work to gve "the
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illusion of a face-to-face relationship with the performer" (p. 215). Horton and Wohl call

smametiiM.

this face-to-mecia relationship
Horton and

Stmm (1957) describe parwesi®! interaction in ommm to two

other forma of interaction: personal interaction and vicarious interaction. Personal
interaction is equivalent to laee-ftHace, interpersonal communication. Personal
interaction is characterized by "ful reciprocity" (p. 560). Each individual has the option of
sendng and receiving feedback. Each individual atfusfs his or her communication,
taking into account the other individual. Everyday conversations are examples of
persona! interaction.
Vicaious interaction © ears when

m

individual spectator views the interaction

of others. The spectator may assum e roles of individual actors, but he or she is only an
observer. The indvidua! possesses no control over the interaction. He or she merely
watches. The spectator has the "privilege of observing and the obligation not to
intervene" (p. 560). The members of

m tu d m c e viewing a live or recorded

performance, such a s a play or motion pteur©, are said to engage in vicarious
imeracQon.
Psra-sodsl interaction possesses characteristics similsr to both personal and
vicarious interaction. The spectator viewing a fdevisien prm pm may imagine himself or
herself to be engaged in persona! interaction. The perceived reciprocal qualifies are an
illusion created by the performer, accepted by the spectator. On the other hand, viewing
a television progam is dw actertetic of vtcsiou® interaction in that the spectator is
watching a performance. The performers are in complete cento!. Reciprocal
intervention by the spectator is impossible. Psra-sodaS interaction o c o rs when an
individual spectator perceives a television preyam as

m

interpersonal communicative

event. Para-sodal interaciien is, by nattF®, Inftperaon®!, occurring in the mind of the
individual.
The SkeHhood that an M vidua! would engage in para-sodsl interaction is
related to the type of television pregam . One type of program with a strong affinity for
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para-social interaction is the personality protean*. The personality program focuses on
one individual. Examples o? personality progams are singe entertainer shows, such as
T h e Tonight Show with Johnny Carson," A g e interviewer shows, such as "Donahue,"
and singe newscaster shows, suds as a neiwost evening news progam . Horton and
Wohl (1656) can these personality performers

pwmm®.

The persona's existence is

solely a function of the medta whose goal is to achieve an "iution of intimacy" (p. 216).
Personae offer a regifar, continuous reM oneiitp which can appear to the
viewer to develop over time. Regularity of exposure allows the viewer to maintain a
con A tm ! role without the demands of c h tn p inherent

m an

interpersonal relationship.

However, the pm -soda! relationship is "one-sided, nondtalectical, cont'oflsd by the
performer, and not susceptible of mutual development" (Horton and Wohl, 1S§6, p. 215).
The development of the relationship takes place only in the mind of tite viewer.
For p m -so d al interaction to occur, the viewer must perform two mental acts.
Fret, he or she must adapt to tit® performer. Some adaptation to another is necessary in
any interaction if communication Is to be achieved at all. However, this is not to be
confused wift suspending disbelief, which a spectator may d o a t a play or motion
picture. The indvidua! adapts to, and accepts, the persona 'a role.
The second act necessary tor pare-sodal Interaction is for the viewer to accept
the appropriate answering role. This involves the fret act of adapting to the persona as a
person. If also indudes accepting a particular role described by the persona. The
persona, by implication and suggestion, specie® an appropriate answering role for the
spectator to complete the interaction. Horton and Wohl (1656) explain
ftyte audence is expected to accept the situation
defined by the progam format a s credbl®, and
to concede a s "natural” the rules m i
conventions governing the actions performed
and the values realized. It should play the role
of the loved one to the persona's lover; the
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admiring dependant to his father-surrogate;
the earnest citizen to his fearless opponent of
political evils, (p. 219)
The function of the progam can he to provide news or offer entertainment by a single
entertainer. The progam's function and the success of the persona depend not on the
audence's perception of an answering role, hut rather on the rofe-enactment specified
by the persona to complete the performance. Wffltout rde-enaetm ent by the spectator,
the interaction is simply vicarious.
A successful performance depends upon the persona aearttely
communicating the appropriate answering rote, the audenc# acctiafely perceiving that
role, and the audence enacting that role. Failure by either the persona or the audence
results in in unsuccessful performance. F a eicample, tit# audence may not understand
an interviewer's question or a comedan's joke. Or the audence finds the situation
urmsnral and refuses to participste.
PsrM odal interaction occur® withm the mdvkUal. It is an Infipareonal
proem . When the persona asks, or demands, that the spectator enact an answering
role, the spectator must decide if he or she is comfortable in that role, is that role
compatible with that indvkijafs perception of self? The spectator must decide if the
projected eeff-rote of the persona is compatible vtith his or h a normal self-role. Horton
and Wohl (1956) "conjecture that the probability of rejection of the proffered role will be
greater the less dosefy the spectator W

the role prescription" (p. 220). In other words,

if the spectator doeely resembles the role demanded by the persona, the more likely the
spectator will acccept the answering role.
In summary, para-sodal interaction is an imagned relationship between an
audence member and a meda personally known as a persona. The persona is a
meda-generated personality projecting the image of someone in an interpersonal
relationship with the viewer. Those television programs which concentrate on a single
indvidual, a one-man or one-woman show, encourage para-social interaction. In order
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for pore-social interaction to occur, the viewer must be willing first, to adept to the
persona and, second, accept the answering role the persona has prescribed.
Rare-social interaction has been examined empHeaHy. These investigations
have taken place under the theoretical auspices of the uses and Ratifications approach
to mass meda. The next section describes the assumptions of the uses and
Ratifications approach.

Uses and Gratification Approach to Mass Meda

The uses and Ratifications approach to the study of mass meda
communication aseeks to explain the role of the mass meda for the individuals and the
society tom the perspective of the consumer65 (Rubin and Rubin, 1985, p. 86). The
television viewer, the redo ietener, and the newspaper or magazine reader are
assumed to choose tom tie various mass meda to M il their felt needs. Mass meda
use is predcated on parsons! choice. The indvidjal viewer, listener, or reader M a te s
the communication event.
McQuaD and Windahl (1981) dstinguish between the tradtional effects
approach and the uses and Ratifications approach to the study of mass meda: instead
of studying what the meda do with people, let us study what people do with the meda"
(p. 75). The primary focus of uses and Ratifications is personal choice. ProRam content
is secondary. This emphasis on the indvidual is darified by the basic assumptions of
the uses and Ratifications model. The assumptions are enumerated by Katz, Blumler,
and Gurevitch (1974).
1. The audence is conceived of a s active,
that is, an important part of the m ass
m eda use is assum ed to be goal-drected.
2. In the m ass communication process much
m eda initiative in linking need Ratification
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and choice lies with the audience member.
3. The media compete with other sources of
need satisfaction.
4. Methodologically speaking, many of the
goais of m ass media use can be derived
from data supplied by individual audence
members themselves. (Self-reporting is

iP ihrhilt 8fli.)%
KccpnoK
5. Value fudgemente about ft® o jftm l
significance of m ass communication should
be suspended while audence orientations
are explored on their own terms.
(pp. 21-22)
The first assumption maintains that the foundation of the uses and gratifications
perspective rests on the indvidua! a s an active, goal-drected, and choice-making
participant in the m ass m eda communication process. The indvidua! viewer, listener, or
reader cannot be influenced by a medum or its content without having actively chosen to
use the medum to fulfill some left need. TNs emphasis on the indvidua! audence leads
Windahi (1981) to describe the uses and gratifications model as a mode! of the
"receiving process" rather than a model of the m ass communication process (p. 176).
The second assumption maintains that the indvidua! chooses m ass m eda in
an attempt to be gratified or satisfy some felt need. The indvidua! must also determine if
he or she has received (ratification after using that m eda. This assumption forces the
researcher to look to the receiver for the 'effect* a s opposed to searching for m edadefermined effects. The choice of medum and degree of need g ’atification lie within the
indvidua!.
The third assumption maintains that a m ass medum, such a s television, is only
one of many sources of need satisfaction. Each m ass medum competes with other
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m ass m eda. Each maaa medum alee competes with non-mass m eda sources of need
satisfaction, such interaction with other people. An individual may choose to read a
newspaper, watch a television program , or simply ask an indvidual a question to satisfy
a need to be informed, for example.
The fm sfi assumption is sn extension of ihe fret assumption. The fret
assumption maintains that the use® and grstifiesiion® approach is audence-centered. In
order to determine needs, uses, and fp n tS M m , it is best to gp to the soiree of these
phenomena. The source of these phenomena is the indvidual. The indvidual is
motivtted by Ns or her personal needs. The MhM ual ®§f®ete the m ass medum which
he or she feels will satisfy his or her personal needs. The indvidual determines whether
or not the chosen medum served to g-atify the need. The sole sow ce of information
concerning needs, uses, and gratifications is the indvidual viewer, listener, or reader.
The fifth assumption

mtmm the focus of fa© uses and gptifiestions approach.

From the use® and fyatiffcstion perspective, research is concerned with the impact of the
m ast m eda on the indvidual. The sutural dpfficance of m ass communication, as
described in writings about popute culture, for example, is considered to be outside the
realm of this perspective. This assumption provides a criterion for determining ft©
relationship between een§um@f^orienied research u n to tfte uses and g ’stifteations
approach and research focusing on the eufttj'aS impact of the m ass m eda.
Bn summary, the uses and gratifications approach to m ass m eda
communication focuses on ft® indvidual consumer, with cultural sipifietrsee a s a
secondary consideration. This approach considers the audence to be active and
goaPdrected. The indvidual M s his or her personal need© to the g-atificstions derived
from mass m eda consumption. This indviduil

dm provides the data for need

gratification. Last, m ass m eda compete with otter sources of need satisfaction. The five
assumptions provide the foundation for tie uses and gratifications approach. The next
section dscusse® audence activity, a concept promulgated by the uses and
gratifications approach, and its relationship to para-social interaction.
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Audence Activity

The first assumption of the uses and Ratifications approach identified the
audience, the indvidual viewer, listener, or reader, as active and goal-drected. This
assumption involves the concept to w n as audence activity. Audence activity refers to
a "vduntaristic and selective orientation by audiences toward the communication
process" (Levy and Windahl, 1985, p. 110). Previous researchers descrtoe audence
activity as dchotomous, either active or passive. However, Bkjmier (1979) m i Levy and
WindahS (1984) suggest fis t u i i m

is fetst c o fie tp iu ite d a§ m t e . The

audence dspiays varying idnde and varying d eg ees of activity. The audence is always
active. The questions to be answered are "In what way is the audence active?" and "To
what extent is the audence active?".
Levy and Windahl (1984,1985) developed a typology of audence activity. The
typology is composed of two ortfiogonaS dmensions: a qualitative dimension and a
temporal dmension. The qualitative dmension is the audence's orientation toward the
communication process. Audience orientation is divided into tr e e nominal values:
selectivity, involvement, and uHiy. Audence selectivity refers to a process of choosing
one or more behavioral, perceptual, or cognitive meda-rdited aStematives. Audence
involvement refers to how an audence perceives a persona! connection with mass
m eda content. It ale® refers to how the audence peydtdofcaiy interacts with the
medum or message®. Audence utility refer© to the use of or anticipating the use of mass
communication for psychological or social ptiposes. The temporal dmension (Blumler,
1979) identifies when the audence activity takes place: before, dUng, or after exposure
to the medum. Qross^sbulating the two dmensions results m a nine cell dagam
(See Figure 1). AKhougt al e d s are relevant to tit® broad concept of audience activity,
only one is central to pera-soda! interaction.
Para>soda! interaction ©ears in the ceil of involvement - during exposure.
Levy and Windah! (1985) argue that dffarent types d activity occur at this stage. This

Figure I
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typology fists attention, moaning creation, para-social interaction and identification as
examples of involvement during exposure. Using Jag g 's (1981) levels of
consciousness, Levy and Windahl suggest how pm -soda! interaction can be classified.
According to Tagg, t e e are three levels of consciousness: the subconscious level, the
preconsdous level, and the rtruetualy consdous level. At the subconscious level, there
is a fairly low level of narotafeal response to message stimuli. U tle information
processing takes place. For example, people are unaware of a rad o or television except
a s background noise, aKhou^i they process it at a subconsdous level. At the
preconsdous level, individuals are aware they have been exposed to m essages, but are
unable to report verbally whit they heard. For example, people cannot recall details of a
news broadcast they’ve just watched. At the structurally consdous level, the indvidual
is aware of the m essage he or she is receiving, attempts to give meaning to the
message, and can recti or report what has teen witnessed. Based on these levels of
involvement, Levy and Windahl (1985) suggest that para-sodal interaction occurs on
either the subconscious or preconsdous level.
in summiry, para-sodal interaction ean test be described as a form of
audence activity. It cool's duing exposu'e to mass meda and is measts’ed by the
involvement of the indvidual with that m eda. Para-sodal interaction can be
characterized as audence involvement either at the subconsdous or preconsdous level
of psychological awareness.
The next section examines specific empirical investigations of para-sodal
interaction.

I w ld M A tliU S
O il
rQ va Mr o_ Co* 4a2 iaiI imerecDon
diucsw

Previous empties! investigations focusing on para-sodal interaction can be
dvided into four areas: para-sodal interaction and the opportunity for face-to-face
interaction (Corison, 1982; Gregg, 1971; Levy, 1979; Rosencyen and Windahl, 1972;
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R osengen, Windahl, Hakaason and Johnsson-Smaragd, 1976; Rubin, Perse, and
Powell, 1965). para-sodal interaction and m ass m eda consumption (Nordund, 1976;
Rosengen and Windahl, 1972; Rosengen, Windahl, Hakasson and
Johnsson-Smsragdf, 1976), p^a-sodal Interaction as a gatifieation sm s^t versus a
(Ratification obtained (Levy and Windahl, 1964; McQuail, Blumler, and Brown, 1972;
Palm geen, Wenner, and Raybum, 1960), and para-sodal interaction as it relates to
personae, specifically television news figues and news programs (G regg, 1971;
Houlberg, 1964; Levy, 1979; Levy and Windahl, 1964; Palm geen, Wenner, & Raybum,
1960; Rubin, Pw§e and Powel, 1965; Wenner, 1962). This section deacrfees in detail
the empWeal research in each of the four areas.
The first area of empHcaS study involves the relationship between para-sodal
interaction and the opportunity for face-to-face interaction. Corison's (1982) doctoral
thesis investigated the relationship between communication avoidance and para-sodal
interaction. P f M d i interaction was measured as audence interaction with a
persona and interaction with a television program. She found that ©ommunieaisen
avoidance and para-sodal toteraction possess a aigifieanf, positive relationship.
However, communication avoidance is not a predctcr of para-sodal interaction. She
also found that those who ancpgt in para-sodal not oniy have fewer soda! contacts, but
desire more soda! interaction. The desre for social contact is the best predctor of
para-sodal interaction.
Gregg's (1971) m aster's thesis sought to determine television use by the
socially isolated. Horton and Wohl (1956) hypothesized that the personality progam is
particularly formatted to para-sodal relationships with the socially isolated. Gregg
examined television viewing by persons over 60 years, and fher tendency toward
para-sodal interaction. Lite Corison (1962), Gregg concluded that serially isolated,
older persons had a getter tendency toward para-aoda! interaction titan socially
integated, older persons.
Levy (1979) investigated para-sodal interaction, social interaction, and a
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specific type of programming, television news. He surveyed a random sample of 240
adults to test hypotheses relating pera-sodai interaction to opportunities for soda!
interaction and the amount of tdevisien news viewed. Para-sodal interaction was
measured by a HerMyp© scale composed of seven proposition®. Opportunities for
sodal interaction

mm measured in two ways.

First, an s i t e of cpregslmjeneee based

on a respondent's total number of friendships and membership in voluntary
organizations m s established. Second, respondent®

mm ©sited If they watched

television tim e or with sem em e else. The amount of teSevttien news consumed was
determined by comparing the number of times sufafteti witched feet! and network mm
a s compared to ther total television progam consumption.

"medRim," a n d low 3

television news consumption categories were developed (p. 71).
Like Gregg (1971) and Comon (1982), Levy found the opportunities for social
interaction sre inversely related to p r o s o a ti interaction. He tie© found a srong
negative correlation between ©dieation and po's-sodal interaction. Levy

mggsM that

the more education a person has, the b retd ir Ms or her social network becomes. The
broader the serial network, Die more opportunities the tndvidtJil has for soda!
interaction, and the less motivation for para-sodal interaction.
Age w as also found to have a significant positive correlation with p m -so d aj
interaction. Levy suggests that the decrease in social contacts a s one ages mif^t
explain this relationship.
Rosengren and Windahl (1972) sou$rt to determine the relationship between
para-sodal interaction and interaction potential, actual interaction, and the amount of
m ass m eda consumed. In this study, R osengen and Windahl also imfroduee a typology
of relations to Ink fie audence with actors of the mas® m eda. Their typology of
relations is comprised of two tfmensfcns: Interaction and identification. These
dimensions describe the relationship between indviduals and m e or more m eda
actors. Interaction is defined i s imaginary, mutual stimulation and response,not to be
confused with actual interpersonal interaction where stimulation and response are real.
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Identification is defined m "imagining oneself to be in the place of another person*
(p. 172). Identification can be described as a form of empathy. Identification, in M s form,

mshallow and temporary.

As F ip ro 1 shows, low potential types of rotations result to rn

the R osengen and W M ihl typology: detachment, parM otial interaction, solitary
identification, tn d

m^a^.

Detachment ©eeur® when the media user neither interacts nor identifies wifi) a
m etis actor. The m eda use? simply watete© the performing© of an set®’. Para-social
interaction ecetre when the m eda u n r interact® wilh a m eda actor a s if the actor m
present. The m eda user does not lose his or her personal identity. For example, an
indvidual watches a talk show host a s if tfie host is a re d person in the room with the
indvidual.
SoStey identification is described a s ®idsnfl€ttion written! interaction*
(Rosengren ® d Windahi, 1972, p. 173). This type of rotation is thought to be virtually
non-existent.

Some sort of interaction is a necessary prerequisite for identification.

However, tom e m eda adore may dominate a program to such a f e a t extent, a s in a
one-person show, that eetitery identification could be a potential outcome. C aptire
occurs when the m eda user both interacts and Identifies with the m eda actor.
R osen f en and Windahl used
call

degrn ofbwSvment.

tm low relations to d se c rte fite values of a vaiable they

This v m b le is an e@1y description of "involvement* used in

the Levy m l Windahl (1985) typology of audence activity (See Figure 1).
R osenfen and Wsnetaht souc^tt to d e s o w relationships among the d s f e e of
involvement, the

of dspmdmw (which is "theoretically defined a s

indvidual

and environmental pessM ties to Interact faee^H aee with real human beings" (p. 183)),

amount of meda c&mimpiim (which was measured by how s per week spent wifi)
each of fa r m eda rado, television, newspaper, and magaziMa), and the mmmtof
earn/ mtmetfon (defined by the number of contact® en the fob and with friends). The
potent®/ forftumw mtmetm w as m eamred by status (sex and education), means and

the

opportunities (having a ear or mere than average leisure time) and p a tte r (having a job
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Figure 2
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and being married).
Using §tfvey data te rn Swedish adults, Rosengen and Windahl found a dear
relationship between interaction potential and d e g ee of involvement: the lower the
potential for human interaction, the higher fte d eg ee of involvement with m ass meda as
compared to persons with higher interaction potentials. A high interaction potential is
related to a Sow d e g ee of m ass m eda involvement, supporting the in d n g s of other
atudes.
Rosengen, Windahl, Hakansson and Johrteon-Smaragf (1976) ©jqpanded on
the Rosengen and Windahl Typology of Relations. They suggested that the f a r types of
relations (detachment, p m -to d a l interaction, solitary identification, and eaptu*#) mi^ti
function not only as dependent variables resulting to rn interaction potential, but also
may serve as independent variables in which ona could lead to another. For example,
short-term cap tu e might lead to longterm identification. They sought to develop valid
and reliable measures ter ptrM eciai interaction, captu-e, and long-term identification.
They further tested to determine If the fM n g s of Rosengen and Windahl (1072) are
applicable to adolescents.
In an attempt to develop valid and reliable measures, Rosengen et aS. compile
a list of twenty-one items to measure para-sodal interaction, capture, and long-term
identification. Four h u n te d Swedish children ten and fifteen years old kept a television
diary for a week. They responded to the twenty-one item questionnaire the following
week about television in genera! and two progam s they had personalty seen the
previous week.
The scales were determined to be reliable. The pm -soda! interaction scale
has an overall average alpha of .77. The esp ttfe scale has an overall average alpha of
.61. The long-term identification scale has an overall average alpha of .60.
Using four valicfty criteria advanced by Campbell and Riske (1959), Rosengen
et al. determine that the para-sodal interaction scale and the longterm identification
scale are valid, with the para-soda! interaction scale having tit# greater vaTidty. Though
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the capture scale dd not meet nil four valkSty criteria, it did possess higher reliability and
should not be completely rejected. They concluded that the para-sodal interaction and
long-term identification scales could be used with confidence in future research.
The final question Rosengen et s i attempted to answer is whether the
relationships discovered in previous re s w c h concerning pro-soda! interaction to

m a functional
They found that adults and M&m do dltar.

adults t o applicable to adolescents. Do M i e n utilize television
alternative to Interpersonal interaction?

They found no eogrdafion between interaction potential, actual interaction, and
p s t M i ! interaction among the dtfMws w v sy sd . They note that to®
theoretical framework developed by R osengen and Windeh! (1172) for adults is not
applicable to adolescents. For example, R osengen et al. (1976) suggest that "JfJor
adolescents, television may be toes of a functional alternative to action interaction than
has been demonstrated to be for tduft®0 (p. 360).
Rubin, Perse, and Powell (1985) examined psra-social interaction as it relates
to loneliness and tosfrumenial television news usage. In this study, para-sodal
interaction was frosted as an outcome, a product of television viewing. It may also be
treated a s an attitude toward fu tro m eda use. Loneliness was conceptualized "as a
tfscrepancy between toe amount of interaction todvkfuals need and toe amount of
interaction that they perceive is fum ed” (p. 158). Rubin et. al. hypothesize that
loneliness is positively related to para-sodal interaction with a favorite television
personality. They furtoer hypothesized that i positive relationship between pro-social
interaction and television reliance exists. Insfrumental television use, selective use for
goaHfrected ptrpose® such a s seeking information (Rubin and Rubin, 1985), was sis®
predicted to be positively related to para-sodal interaction.
Focusing on local new® viewing, Rubin et al. surveyed college students. A
para-sodal tottraction scale was developed based on prior research. The study found
that lonely person® depend more on television than on interpersonal communication.
However, loneliness does not lead to para-sodal interaction. On the other hand,
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para-sodal interaction and television retianoe era significantly and positively related.
Para-sodal interaction is positively related to the insrumenta! use o? local television
news. Two addtional finding® were that the history and amount of loea! news viewing
are not significant factors leadng to para-sodal interaction.
This first v m of empirical study focuses on the relationship between
para-aoda! interaction and the opportunity for face-to-face interaction. The review of
research finds that persons who have few soda! contacts and a low potential for human
interaction have a feat® ’ tendency to engage in ptm-aodal interaction. The sodaily
isolated tits demonttmie a tendency le w d panraocial interaction. Education is
inversely related to para-sodal interaction, while age is positively related. And although
loneliness is not related to para-sodal interaction, reliance on television shows a
positive relationship. F M y , these research findnge do not apply to chBden's
television viewing.
The second area of empirical study involves the relationship between
para-sodal interaction and an indMduars amount of m eda consumption. There is no
consensus of research demonstrating that para-sodal interaction is positively related to
increased m eda consumption, hlerdund (1978) found that the more people are
exposed to a medum, except for newspapers, the g e tte r the tendency for m eda
interaction. M eda interaction refers to
one of several w ays... tie consumer can
develop a gowing interest In, experience
various forms of interaction with, and at
certain levels, srongly identify with, persons
and characters appearing in the m ass
meda.
(p. 150)
In this case, m eda interaction subsum es para-sodal interaction. It covers a broader
range of involvement than just para-sodal interaction.
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R osengen and Windahl (1972) found a significant association between an
indvidual's amount of m ass madia consumption and his or her d eg ee of involvement,
which indudea pera-soda! interaction. Rosengen, Windahi, Hakansson, and
Johnsson-Srcwagd (1973) dscovered weak and non-existent oorreiations between
adolescents1 pro-sods! interaction and meda consumption. No definite relationship
exists. The amount of time spent with television, rado, newspapers, and magazines
does not seem to affect para-sodal interaction.
The third area of empirical study involve® the relationship between para-sodal
interaction and gatiResfsons-soygit versus gratfficatione-obtdned. A series of etudes
(Levy and Windahl, 1934; McOuail, Blumler, and Brown, 1972; Palmgeen, Wenner, and
Raybum, 1930) sought to determine the relationship between gasifications sougtt or
expected by an indvidual and the gratifications that 'fie indvidua! obtained by using
m ass meda. Para-sodal interaction represents a dimension of gatifications so u g t and
gatifications obtained.
McQuay, Murder, and Brown (1972) integated para-sodal interaction into a
typology of television viewer gatifications. They suggest that emeda use is suitably
characterized as an interactive process, relating meda content, individual needs,
perceptions, rdes, and values and the sodal context which a person Is situated* (p. 144).
In this early study, gatifications so u g t and gatifications obtained were not
dfferentiated. In response to the narrow view of television only as a channel of escape,
McOuail et al. sought to differentiate among dfferent forms of television gasification.
Examining British viewer habits, McOuail et al. identify categories of gstiftcafion. Those
categories are a s M ows:
1. Diversion
(a) Escape tom the constraints of routine
(b) Escape from the burdens of problems
(c) Emotional release

2. rereoMi mSuonsnipo
- il

.mi f l iim iiH i i f t m . i i n l T i « n - h m ,
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(a) Companionship
(b) Social utility
3. Personal Identity
I
V
lift8
J
U BA A
(a)
personal
reference
a

m

m

u

i

(b) Reality exploration
(c) Value reinforcement
4. Surveiance.
(p. 155)
The second category of the fa tie a tie n typology is related specifically to
para-sodal interaction. "Persona! relationship®" is dvided into two gratification types.
The first type, "companionship," is described a s "a process whereby the audence
member enters into a vicarious relationship with m eda personalities" (p. 157). McQuail
et al. go on to say that this vicsious relationship is the sam e a s Horton and Wohl's
(1956) para-sodal relationship. The "social utility” category is described as a broad
category referring to m eda use for conversational material, as a subject of conversation
in itself, or a s a social event for the family or friends. The McQuail, EHumler, and Brown
(1972) typology of gratifications is pretiminay in nature. It established a foundation for
future gratifications research.
Paimgreen, Wenner, and Raybum (1960) were interested in the nature of the
relationship between a specific gratification sought and its corresponding gratification
obtained. They also sought to determine if the dm ensions of gratifications sought from a
particular program type or medum ere the sam e dm ensions for gratifications obtained.
Paimgreen, et al. established five gratification dmensions.
1. General information seeking
2. Dedsiona! utility
3. Entertainment
4. Interpersonal utility
5. Para-sodal interaction.
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(P 169)
The "para-sodal interaction" dmension refers specifically to Horton and Wohfs (195$)
concept of face-to-medta interaction.

On the M s of television news viewing, PalmReen et al. (1980) found that
"indvidual Ratification® ®euRit were moderately to stemmy reitted to etirespondng
Ratifications obtained" (p. 183). Further, the deRe® of dependence (RosenRtn and
Windahl, 1982) on a pedicular progam was found to be related to the relationship

between gatifications souRtt and Ratification® obtained. The stronger the relationship
between R a f ie a te ii w uR frebtiified, f » y e a tsr will he t e dependence on a

particular progam.

Thme who focus on tinR® proRam® for titer Ratification are said

less aware of functional alternatives, otiter sources of Ratification®.
In examining tit# relationship between Ratifications souRtl and Ratifications

obtained, PalmReen et al. (1980) found that entertainment and para-sodal interaction
have a mixed relationship. A® dmensions of Ratifications sought, entertainment and

para-sodal interaction are independent. As dmensions of Ratifications obtained,
entertainment and p^a-sodal interaction are sfonRy related. Sewn! emanations are
suggested for this. PalmReen et al. explain that dfferent sodopsychdofpcal processes
account for the independence of these two (intensions, entertainment and psra-sodal
interaction, as Ratifications sought As a Ratification obtained, the sructure of television
news with video taped reports and the attempt to make the news announcers "people
you know provides entertainment and a channel for pro-soda! interaction. The specific
nonverbal cues of the correspondents provide sntsrtainmenf, as weli as influence
para-sodal interaction. In summary, seeking entertainment and seeking para-sodal
interaction are independent motivation® for watching television new®. Receiving

entertainment and experiencing para-sodal interaction torn television news are not
independent. As Ratifications obtained they are linked as a result of the stucture of
television news proRams.
Levy and Windahl (1984) sought to determine possible associations between
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audience activity and gatifications sought and obtained. They identified three levels of
audience activity. Reactivity is audence activity before expostF® to the m ass m eda,
duractivity is audence activity during exposure to the m ats m eda, and posfactivfty is
audence activity a t e expesare to m ass m eda. Activity levels were then associated with
gratifications aougft gratifications obtained, and expowre (See Figure 3).
Performing i factor analysis on gatifteafioas sougtt and obtained from a study
of television news in Sweden, Levy and W Mahl found three factors. The three factors
are: Factor One Entertainment > Para-sodal Interaction, Fedor Two Surveillance, and
Factor Three fntarperaonfll Utility. These factors ara roughly © givdent to the factors
McQuail et al. (1972) and Palm geen et al. (1960) identify.
AD three factors are strongy related to the preactivity phase of audence activity.
The dsractivtty variable reflects a dtferent relationship with gatifications sought.
Duractivity has some condition with ft® entertainment - pva-sodal interaction fador. A
weak, but significant relationship m a ts between draetivlty and interpersonal utility.
Simile relationships

m%found tor dffsetivfty and gttifieation® drained.

No i p i t a n t

relationship between duractivity and aurvsfltanee exists.
For gitieation® obtained and postactivity, there

m

sipifieent correlations.

The correlation between interpersonal utility and post ©xpoiMjr© activity is comparatively
stronger than the two other gatifications obtained factors.
The rese^ch focusing on gstificatiens s o u ^ t and gatifications d a rn e d
demonstrates a relationship to p a-w ed a! interaction. P s-w e d a! interaction is freated
a s a gatification sougtt and as a gatification obtained. Para-sodal interaction appears
to serve a s an independent gatification sought However, research finds fia t it
possesses a relationship with entertainment as a gatification obtained This relationship
is explained by the common chsraderisics of para-sodal interaction and vicarious
interaction (Notion and Sfrauss, 1937). This concludes the third area of empHcal study.
The final area of empfrieal study involve# para-sodal interaction a s it relates to
personae, specifically television news figures and news progam s. Horton and Wohl
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Figure 3

A Model of A udience A c tiv ity , G ra tific a tio n s ,
and E xposure
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From L e v y , M. R. & W in d a h l, S. ( 1 9 8 4 ) . A u d i e n c e
a c t i v i t y and g r a t i f i c a t i o n s : a c o n c e p t u a l
c l a r i f i c a t i o n and e x p l o r a t i o n . C o m m u n i c a t i o n
R esearch. 11, 59.
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(1956) identify news announcers or interviewers a s individuals who might serve as
personae in a para-sodal interaction. Rubin, Perse, and Powell (1985) note that
[n|ewscasts, whether foot! or network, present
carefully created personae rained to exhibit
qualities necess^y far the development of
parasodai interaction...
(p. 161)
A number of investigations focus on this particula' progam type. These studies dfferin
M r emphasis on television M m programs and feievisien news personae. Levy (1979)
and Levy and Windahl (1984) examine television news viewing in genera!. Palmgeen,
Wenner, and Raybum (1160) and Wenner (1982) concentrate on p®ra-®oda! interaction
and network news programs, while Houiberg (1984) and Rubin, Parse, and Poweii
(1985) investigate para-sodaJ interaction and ioca! television news viewing. The
findngs of these etudes are dscussed in the Mowing psragaphs.
Television newscasters serve as the imaginary partner in para-sodal
interaction research. Gregg (1971), McOuail, Biumler, and Brown (1972), Nordund
(1978), and Rosengeg and Windahl (1972) afl identified television news viewing as a
use and a gatification in the realm of para-soda! interaction along with other types of
television programs. Levy (1979) investigated opportunities for soda! interaction and the
amount of television news watched as they relate to para-soda! interaction with the news
program and the news persona. He found that “p®ra-sodaS interaction with news
personae is a common feature of the audence experience with television news” (p. 72).
People do engage in varying d eg ees of para-sodal interaction with television news
personae.

Para-soda! interaction with new t personae serves as a determinant of the

amount of television news consumed. Levy also noted that network commentators are
likely to provide interaction on a cognitive Sever (p. 74). Levy d d not dfferentiate
between para-sodal interaction with network commentators and para-sodal interaction
with local commentators.
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Levy and Windahl (1984) sougtt to darily audience activity and gatifications
using patterns of rnecfe use specific to television nows.

PwmmM Internum is

described a s a form of audence involvement during exposure to m ass m eda. Audence
involvement is operationally defined °®s the decree to which

a either attend to

the communication sftuiitefi or engage in information processing vir'a-vf® message®
presented3 (p. §3). They found weak, but significant correlations between para-sodt!
interaction, a s a gatifieatiert sought and a gafffteation obtained, and audence activity of
welching television news. Levy and Windahl d d no* dstinguiah between psf«od® !
interaction with new® progam s and p r o s o d d in te ra c ts wHh new®
While some stu d es examine television new t viewing

mgeneral, others focus

on network television viewing. Palm geen, W erner, and Raybirn (1980) investigated
the relationship between gratifications s o u ^ t and detained to m network evening news
programs. The three network evening news progam s t a t ABC, CBS, and NBC were
examined. P sra-todtf interaction is identified a s a gstificafion dmension. As a
dm ensien of gatifications aougit, para-sodal Interaction Is

m in& psndtnt motive lor

watching teSevftien network news. As a dmension of gatifications obtained, part-todeS
interaction is associated with entertainment.
Wenner (1982) investigated gatifications sought and gatifications obtained in
relation to network evening news progam s and the news magazine progam "60
fttinute®.0 The items used to identify gatifications sought and gatifications obtained are
the sam e as Palm geen, Wenner, and Rayburn's (1980), with the exclusion of items
describing the genera! information dimension. The p m -so d il interaction dimension is
included. The correlation between para-sodal interaction gatifications sought and
gatificatione obtained for the "most watched9 network evening new® progam is
substantial and significant (m em r = .65, p «.©1). The sam e correlation between
para-soda! gatifications ©oygtl and para-sodal gatifications obtained for "60 Minuted9
is arong and sigtificant (mean r ® .49, p « .01). In a comparison of gatificstions
obtained for the "most watched3 network evening new® and gatifications obtained for
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"60 Minutes," again, a sfrong correlation is found (mean r * .53, p < .01).
Other studies of television news and para-sodal interaction focus on local
television news viewing. Hoiiserg (1984) sou$4t to dtaover empirical evidence of
para-sodal interaction between local newscasters and M r television audence. This
sptdfietfiy asked questions to M e d ia te concerning t ie r view of the
newscasters themselves. Previous d u d e s

M not specify the pwsma, but focus instead

on television news viewing la general. Using telephone Interviews, Houl&erg asked
indviduais to identify or describe a b e d newscaster who is more interesting to them
than ©feer local newscasters. Those who were able to ajffidenfly identify a local
newscaster

m

asked a series of questions concentrating

m para-sodal, prdtssbnaJ,

and physical afUhutea d the newscaster.
Bmifberg found ptra-sod^l interaction to be a srong factor explaining 26.7
percent d the total factor v m n c e . He also found that formal education makes i
dfferenee in tie respondents’ viewing behavior between ito se who can and cannot
name or describe a bcal newscaster. Respondents naming a newcasser have more
formal edieation. He d d not investigate the tendency towsrd para-sodal interaction for
those who cannot name a local newscaster. Hodberg found that para-sodal interaction
when mixed with prdesdonal a d physical

m M im

d local television newscasters

account for 47.6 percent d total factor variance.
Rubin, Perse, and PoweSI (1985) investigated the relationship among
loneliness, pOT-sodal interaction, and local television news viewing. They developed a
reliable

mmm® for para-soda!

interaction using e d e g s students. Para-sodal

interaction Is also positively associated M

perceived realism d television news a d the

use d local television news for information reasons. Finally, concerning the nature d
audence activity, pars-sodai interaction with b e d television news viewing is part d
instrumental television w e.
The final area d em ptiest study focuses on para-soda! interaction as it relates
to personae, specifically television news figures and news programs. The research
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demonstrates that people do engage in para-sodal interaction while watching television
news progam s. Para-sodal interaction is a determinant for the amount of television
news consumed. As a gatification sought and a gatification obtained, para-soda!
interaction is related to watching tetevfatem newt. Siudes using television news
personae

m®not consistent in terms d

local m l network newscasters. This condudes

the find area of empirical study.
In conclusion, previous empHcal fnvestigaticns focusing on pira-sodal
interaction can be divided into loir areas: pm -soda! interaction and the opportunity for
faee4o4ace interaction, para-sodal Interaction and m ast raeia consumption,
para-sodal interaction as a gatification sought versus a gatifieation obtained, m i
para-sodal Interaction as it relates to persona©, specifically television news figures and
news progam s. These studies demonslrate the existence d para-soda! interaction.
Only (me study examines a relationship between a specific interpersonal
communication variable and para-soda! interaction (Coslson, 1982). The next section
explores an interpersonal communication concept known as rhetorical sensitivity and
demonstrates its Gentility to the concept d para-soda! interaction.

Rhetorical Sensitivity

This section detines rhetorical sensitivity a s a communication construct,
discusses the development d a rhetorical sensitivity measure known a s the RHETSEN II
Scale, and demonstrates the relationship between para-sodal interaction and rhetorical
sensitivity.
Rhetorical sensitivity is an interpersonal communication concept which Hart,
Carlson, and Eadie (1960) define a s "a particular attitude toward snooting spoken
messages^ (p. 2). Rhetorically sensitive persons have a particular understanting d
communication which they use as a foundation for fher communication behavior.
Rhetorical sensitivity refers to an attitude, not a behavioral guideline. Hart et al.
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observe
it [rhetorical sensitivity] represents a way
of thinking about what should be said and,
then a way of deciting how to say it.
Rhetorical sensitivity is not a behavioral
guideline for measuring one's interpersonal
competence but a mind-set which persons
apply usefuly in thefr everyday ives.

(P-2)
Although it influences interpersonal communication, rhetorical sensitivity functions at the
intrapersona! level.
Hart and Burks (1972) describe the rhetorically sensitive person as one who
1. fries to accept role-taking as part of the
human contition (because social
mteractants are mum-faceted),
2. attempts to avoid stylized behavior
(because the outcomes of social
interactions ere unpredictable),
3. is characteristically willing to undergo the
strain of adaptation (because social
interactions bring tifferent people together
in an atmoephere of flux),
4. seeks to distinguish between afl information
and information acceptable for
communication (because the Other is a
primary contsraint on communicative
thinking), and
5. tries to understand that an idea can be
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rendered in multMorm ways (because ideas
themselves do not prescribe forms of
verbalization).
(pp. 76-88)
The rhetorically sensitive person is one who accepts role-taking, avoids stylized
behavior, is willing to adapt, distinguishes between acceptable and unacceptable
information for communication, and understands that idea® can be expressed in a variety
of dfferentways.
An M vtdusl can possess, for example, a high de§'®« of acceptance to
role-teking or a low d egee of w fin p ess to adapt. This ieadi Darnel and Brodmde
(1976) to describe rhetorical sensitivity as a continuum. An individual may possess more
or less rhetorical sensitivity. These persona who are extremely rhetorically sensitive lie
at one end of the continuum. These people are classified as rhetorical reflectors.
Darnel and Broekried® suggest that rhetorical reflectors represent pluralism gone wild.
They have no self to can their own. For each person and for each situation, they present
a new self. The communication choice® they make w ee from the perceived needs and
wishes of the other person. Rhetorical reflectors neither initiate m onolope nor dialogue.
They een fd inasmuch as they ay to get another person to take cortfel of the
conversation. By knowing the situation, the norms of the other person, and presuming
the rhetorical reflector would respond to the other person and the situation without
consideration of self, the behavior of the rhetorical reflector is predctible. The rhetorical
reflector possesses an extremely hi$i d ega s of rhetorical sensitivity.
On the opposite tide of the continuum are those people who possess a low
degree of rhetorical sensitivity. These people are classified m neWe tdves. Darnell
and Brockriede describe the noble selves as having a unitary view of self. The self is the
primary basis for making communication choice®. They want to eonfti. Noble selves
<fsdain shared choices. They would rather engage in monologue than dialogue. The
communicative choices of the nobles selves @t&almost automatic, making them highly
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predictable.
Between the rhetorical reflectors and the noble selves lie those persons with
moderate rhetorical sensitivity. Darnel and Brockriede designate these people as
rhetorical sensitives. The rhetorical sensitives have a “repertoire of selves" (Hart and
Burks, 1972, p. 79). These people have a collection of selves font which to select and,
unice the rhetorical reflector, do not destroy each self when approached with a new
situation. The rhetorical sensitives make communication choices based on a blend of
perspectives. They engage in ©hared choices based on She chosen self and the other
person. This merapng of perspectives becomes a fa n n eien , and rtnm ctim s ere
highly unpredctablf.
These three classifications, the rhetorical reflector, the noble self, and the
rhetorical sensitive, provide identification points along the continuum for persons
possessing different Bevels of rhetorical sensitivity.
The next section discusses the development of the measure of rhetorical
sensitivity know a s the RHETSENII.

RHETSEN and RHETSEN II

Based on the theoretical foundation of Hart and Ekrtcs (1972) and Darnell and
Brockriede (1976), researchers developed an instrument to measure rhetorical
sensitivity. An initial rhetorical sensitivity scale, RHETSEN, was developed by Hart,
Eade, and Carlson (1975). The M M version of the RHETSEN scale is used to classify
relational types and develop a typology for enduing relationships (Fitzpaitrick, 1976) and
to investigate prison inmate interest in communication (McKee, 1977). Craig, Johnson,
and Miller (1977) find that tite rhetorically senitive person is viewed as “more similar in
attitudes, but less physically and socially atractive. They suggest that the RHETSEN
scale suffered from structural problems and needed improvement.
Carlson (1978) and Hart, Carlson, and Eade (1980) correct the conceptual
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and empirical failings of the M a i RHETSEN scale and develop the RHETSEN II. They
note that the RHETSEN II “is more a m easwe of interpersonal Ideology than an inventory
of enacted behaviors" (p. 21). The RHETSEN II scale incorporates the cfesalcMion
concepts of Darnel! and Brodcrtede (1976). Three internal scales measure tie rhetorical
reflector, the noble self, and the rhetorics! miMm. The t r e e scores of each internal
scale, when compered to th er respective euhofl scores, yield a composite description of
an M vfdual m the rhetorical sensitivity continuum.
Carleon (1976) empirically investigates the three dassirications. He finds the
rhetorical reflect®' to have "little, if any, feelings of self-sovereignty (end) h@fiev@(s) in
externa! eonrol of seff* (p. 132). Females appear to be e w e reflective than males.
The noble self also M ow s along tie lines described by B’odJiede and Darnell (1976).
The noble self ha® a "unitary view of self (and) seemfs] dosed-mfnded, impervious to
demands of the situations" (p. 130). Both rhetorical reflectiveness and nobie selfness
seem to decrease with the first two years of h itte r education.
In c o n tist, the first two years of M0& education seem to increase one's level
of rhetorical sensitivity. The rhetorical sensitive demonstrates "a deg'ee of
epen-m indsAess (and) concern far situational considerations" (p. 131). The rhetorical
sensitive does show concern f a the e t a as to g a s this concern doe® not infringe upon
the self.
Hart, M m , m d E atle (1980) seek to find if there is a relationship between
communicative attitudes and actual behavior. Suveytng undergraduate ntreing
students, they find that "rhetorically sensitive nurses [are] paragons, tending sensitively
to the need® of patients, peers, and supervisors alike” (p. 10). They conclude that
rhetorically sensitive attitude® have behavioral consequence®.
Various studtes use the RHETSEN II scale. Dowling and Bliss (1984) utilize the
RHETSEN II scale to tffferentiate between ©utstantlng and M ing underyaduate
communication disorder clinicians. They Find no significant difference between
outstandmg and failing clinicians on the basis of rhetorical sensitivity. Kelly (1981)
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investigates rhetorical sensitivity in relation to the rhetoric of accounts. Accounting
behavior "explainfe] our actions to others as we go about doing the things we do" (p. 1).
She finds respondents who are classified as rhetorically sensitive (as opposed to noble
self and rhetorical reflector) use a rhetoric of accounts significantly more often than other
respondents.
McCaRisier <1981) and Rybacki (1963) examine the relationship between
rhetorical sensitivity and verbal behavior. Using simulated superior-subordinate
reprimand situations, McCallister finds that all three classifications, noble self, rhetorical
reflector, and rhetorical sensitive, adspt their eommtjwettien behavior to I f the
situation. However, each type (fitters in the way each adapts to the situation. Rybacki,
using decision making croups, finds that indviduals entering in their degree of rhetorical
sensitivity dd manifest differences in ther verbal behavior. Further, rhetorical sensitivity
can explain those differences.
Schcen (1961) investsgates the rhetorical sensitivity scores of college students
enrolled in a basic speech course. The RHETSEN II scores of rhetorical sensitives
increase over the period of the course. Rhetorical reflectors and noble selves scores
decrease. This reaffirms Carlson's (1976) conclusion that extreme RHETSEN scores
decrease in the frst two years of higher edjcatson. Sulvan (1963) uses the RHETSEN
II scale to test the construct validty of an instrument develop to measure rhetorical
competence.
In summary, using the theoretical foundation of Hart and Burks (1972) and
Dame!! and Brockrisde (1976), researchers develop the measure for rhetorical
sensitivity. This measure is known a s the RHETSEN II Scale. The RHETSEN II has
ttre e internal scales: a Noble Self Scale, a Rhetorical Reflector Scale, and a Rhetorical
Sensitivity Scale. Previous research dsm onsM es the scales to be reliable and valid
(Hart, Carlson, and Eade, 1980). The next section dscusses the characteristic
similarities between para-sociaf interaction and rhetorical sensitivity.
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Para-social Interaction and Rhetorical Sensitivity

Para-social interaction is related, ta t n<ri isomorphic, to personal interaction.
Para-social interaction lacks feedback from the receiver and is an illusion of intimacy
created in the mind of the receiver. In terms of mass media communication, para-social
interaction is an tatrapereonal phenomenon. The ehiradsriaties of rhetorical sensitivity
reflect this relationship between para-social interaction and personal interaction.
The first characteristic of rhetorical sensitivity is that the rhetorically sensitive
Mvidual fries to accept role-taking a® nafwal. Hart and B u ts (1972) re a l the
inrividual as a

caSection

of behaviors and n o te single entity. Gumpert and Cathcart

(1976) argue that successful interpersonal communication depends on the individual
"being able to enact roles which

are appropriate to the situation (p.420).

In vicarious

interaction, as in watching a riamatic performance, the audence is assum ed to take
"successive roles and deeper empathic involvements in fte tearing roled" (Horton and
Wohl, 1956, p. 216). In contrast, para-social interaction has the persona prescribe an
appropriate answering role for the individual viewer. Accepting this role is a voluntary
and independent choice for the individual. The individual Tetains control over the
content of his participation" (p. 219). Para-social interaction riffers from personal
interaction in reciprocity. There is no frweaetion in ptra-soda! interaction. In vicarious
interaction, the inrividual viewer tends to surender eonfrol tferouc^ identification with
the characters and th er roles. These distinctions lead to the conclusion that the more
rhetorically sensitive a person is, the greater his or her tendency to accept an anwering
role prescribed by a persona. The reverse may also be frue. One who is less willing to
accept role-taking as part of tfte human conrition may not be willing to accept a
persona's answering role. Rhetorical sensitivity and part-sodal interaction share the
characteristic of role enactment in common.
The second characteristic of rhetorical sensitivity is that the rhetorically
sensitive individual avoids stylized verbal behavior. This characteristic is related to the
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feedback inherent in interpersonal communication, making the characteristic unique to
social interaction. Where verbal behavior by the audience is an expeetedy rare
occurence in pro-soda! interaction, stylized verbal behavior stems from the role chosen
by the individual. H ut and B u ie (1972) explain t a t the rhetorically sensitive person
"understands t a t his roles or soda! selves will often times be i t odds with another0 (p.
79). They further note that an individual who chooses to continually dteplay t a same
role "will be rhetorically unproductive and fnterpersonafly naive” (p. 79). This is an
accurate description of the persona, rather than the television viewer. One of the
functions of the persona is to maintain a consistency of character. The rhetorically
sensitive person uses all of t a roles available. He or t a may even choose to exhibit a
eonfradciery as well a s an accomodating rd e cpven dSfferenl situation®. This
characteristic suggests that t a person® does not possess a high deg’ee of rhetorical
sensitivity. St also suggest® that t a viewer who is less rhetorically sensitive may exhibit
stylized behavior and not adapt to t a parson®.
The third chrocteristic of rhetorical sensitivity is that the rhetorically sensitive
person is willing to undergo t a sfrain of adaptation. With t a flux inherent in social
interactions, people should be ready to make on-the-spot changes in t a roles they
assume. "In order for communication to be achieved at all, some adaptation is
necessary in any interaction" (Horton and Wohl, 1956, p. 219). This includes para-social
interaction. Again the person® asks t a audence to adapt to and accept the appropriate
role. In order for pro-soda! interaction to exist, some degree of audence adaptation is
necessary. An individual may reject the role offered by t a persona. He or t a may
critidze or d sa g e e with t a person®. Horton and Wohl point out that "the functions of
t a prog'am ... are not served by t a mere perception of it, but by t a role-enactment that
completes if (p. 219). Rhetorical sensitivity and para-sodal interaction share this
characteristic in common.
The fourth chrocteristic of rhetorical sensitivity is that t a rhetorically sensitive
person seeks to distinguish between all information and information acceptable for
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communication. Hart and Burke <1972) note that ”[i]n instrumental communication, we
engage persona in dialogue because in some fashion they are important to us” (p. fi6).
Persons who use mass media to serve ther para-sodal needs assume that the persona
has already decided what is and what is not important to communicate. For example, the
newscaster has steady decided what makes up "the important news of the day." Hsrt
and Burke point out that "intrapersonal communication is not isomorphic to interpersonal
communication" (p. 66). So in the case of para-sodal interaction, since the receiver has
no input into the transaction, this characteristic may be reworded to say that the

pgfModaly tensive parson M s

ft® information that the

person® is

sendng

m

acceptable for communication.
The final characteristic of rhetorical sensitivity is that the rhetorically sensitive
person understands that an idea can be rendered in mutli-fcrm ways. This characteristic
is similar to avoiding stylized verbal behavior in that it is related to the feedback aspect
of the interpersonal communication process. Of cou’se, feedback by the viewer is
impossible in a para-sodal relationship. This characteristic is also an extendon of the
fouih characteristic. The information acceptable for communication can be presented in
a variety of dfferent ways. In terms of understanding, Horten and Wohl (1956) explain
the potential for communication breakdown if the audence cannot respond correctly.
A spectator who fails to make the antidpated
responses wiH find himself fufter and ftrther
removed from the base-line of common
understanding. One would expect the'error*
to be cumulative, and eventually to be carried,
perhaps, to the point at which the spectator is
forced to realty in confusion, disgust, anger, or
boredom.
(p. 221)
This can occur, for example, when a comedian is misunderstood and continues to fail to
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get the jokes across to hie au<fence. The individual who possesses a high d e g ee of
rhetorical sensitivity is forgiving of the comedan who is confusing or a newscaster who
makes a mistake. The individual with a Sower d eg ee of rhetorical sensitivity is less
forgiving when it comes to the inaccuracy in sew ing a message.
In summery, the five characteristics of rhetorical sensitivity are couched in
interpersonal communication. Rofe^aking and adaptation are characteristics in common
with psra-seda! Interaction and rhetorical eeneivify. The characteristics of stylized
behavior, acceptable information, and multi-form idea expression are related to the

feedMdc snd encodng aspects of rhstsrs&t! sensitivity. These aspect® do not have
precise counterparts in para-sodal interaction. The persona exhibits consistent
behavior, is in control of sending all of the information, and is also in control of how the
messages will be sent. These characteristics apply more to the success or failure of the
persona to accurately project his or her role, than to the individual television viewer.
The next section dscusses the rationale, resevch questions, and
hypotheses for this study.

Rationale, Research Questions, and Hypotheses

Based on the previous review of literature, para-sodal interaction is
characterized by a willingness to adapt and accept role® prescribed by the persona. The
rhetorically sensitive person is one who accepts role taking and is willing to adapt. This
similarity of characteristics raises the question: Is there a relationship between
para-sodal interaction and rhetorical sensitivity?
The review of literature also reveals that study of para-sodal interaction
involving television news viewing focuses on local news, network news, and news
magazine progams. Comparisons are made between network news and news
magazines. However, no previous study investigates the similarities and dfferences in
local and network news viewing on the basis of para-sodal interaction. This raises the
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question: is there a deference in p&a-sodal interaction between locai television news
viewing and network news viewing?
in order to answer these questions, this study tests hypotheses ecmeeming the
relationship between para-sodal interaction and rhetorical sm sM y . Para-sodal
interaction requres a certain def'e© ol ad^Jtabity and role acceptance. The more
rhetorically sensitive an mdividuai is, the more likely he or she is wilting to allow the
other to control the situation, prescribe the appropriate role and adapt to that role. Since
the rhetorical reflector exhibits these characteristics, the following hypotheses are

augmented
H1: There is a significant, positive relationship between para-sodal interaction
with local television news viewing and e w e s on the rhetorical
reflector scale.
H2: There is a significant, positive relationship between psra-sodai interaction
with network television news viewing and scores on the rhetorical
reflector scale.
Para-sodal interaction requires a certain d ey ee of adaptability and role
acceptance.The more rhetorically sensitive an individual is the more likely he or she will
adapt to and accept a prescribed rote. Since the noble self is the feast rhetorically
sensitive type, this individual should not be willing to adapt a n d h a s a tendency not to
accept role-taking.

The following hypotheses are suggested:

H3: There is a significant, negative relationship between p^a-sodal interaction
with local television news and scores on the noble self scale.
H4: There is a skpificant, negative relationship between pm -sodal interaction
with network television news and scores on the noble self scale.
Para-sodal interaction requires a certain degree of adaptability and role
acceptance. The rhetorically sensitive person is characterized by his willingness to
adapt and accept roles. However, he or she does not lose ©0it of self. The rhetorical
sensitive is the best of both extremes. This makes dl-ectional prediction dfficult. The
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foHowing research questions are suggested:
RQ1: What is the relationship between para-sodal interaction with local
television news and scores on the rhetorical sensitivity scale?
RQ2: What is the relationship between para-sodal interaction with network
television news and ©cores on the rhetorical sensitivity scale?
The Para-Sodat Interaction scale developed by Rubin, Perse, and Powell
(1985) is reliable for measuring para-sodal interaction inherent in local news viewing.
The scale bases para-sodal interaction on the persona and not general news viewing. It
is essentially a scale developed from prior research of both local and network news
viewing. It may be a reliable measure for para-sodal interaction in network news
viewing. The following hypotheses are suggested:
H5: The Rubin, Perse, and Poweli Para-Sodal Interaction Scale is a reliable
m eaare for pm -sodal interaction with network news viewing.
H6: The Rubin, Perse, and Powell Para-Sodal Interaction Scale is a reliable
m eaare for pm -soda! interaction with local news viewing.
The potential dfferences between local and network news viewing concerning
para-sodal interaction are overlooked. The stuetua! formats of the local and network
news pregams cfffer. For example, local stations use a "news, weather and sports”
format while the network news pro^am s use a national-international segmenting.
Differences in para-sodal interaction between local and network news viewing may
exist. The following hypothesis is suggested:
H7: There is a significant deference between para-sodal interaction with local
television news viewing and network news viewing.
This concludes Chapter Two covering a brief <fseussion of mass m eda and
interpersonal communication, a description of para-sodal interaction, a dscussion of the
uses and gatifications approach to mass communication with an emphasis on audence
activity, a review of empirical investigations into para-sodal interaction, a description of
rhetorical sensitivity, a review of the development of the RHETSEN II Scale, the
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relationship between para-sodal interaction and rhetorical sensitivity, and the rationale,
research questions, and hypotheses.
The next chapter explains the methodology used to test the hypotheses.

Chapter 3

Research Methodology

Research reported in Chapter 2 suggests that a need exists to examine
communication variables which may influence audience activity while watching
television. Para-sodal interaction is a type of audence activity. Rhetorical sensitivity is
an interpersonal communication variable. The primary pupose of this study is to
investigate the relationship between para-sodal interaction and rhetorical sensitivity.
This study further examines the reliability of the Rubin, Perse, and Powell (1965)
Para-Sodal Interaction Scale for meastsing para-sodal interaction assodated with
network news progams as well as local news progam s.
This chapter describes the instrument used for measuring para-sodal
interaction, the instrument used for measuring rhetorical sensitivity, sample and sample
size, method of (Me collection, and statistical procedures. The fret section describes the
instrument used to measure para-sodal interaction.

Instrument for Measuring Para-Sodal Interaction

a
person's tendencyto watch a tefetmon newscasteras if he ors/te a engagedh an
interpersonal swsactm Para-sodal interaction has been measured by a variety of
For the purposes of the present study, para-sodal interaction is defined as

methods and instruments (Gregg, 1971; Houlberg, 1904; Levy, 1979; Levy and Windahl,
1964; Palmgreen, Wenner, and Rayburn, 1960; Rubin, Perse, and Powell, 1965;
Wenner, 1962). Rubin, Perse and Powell (1965) recently developed a 20-item
Para-Sodal Interaction [PSIJ Scale to measure an individual's tendency toward
para-sodal interaction with relation to local television news. An individual indicates how
each statement applies to himself or herself by choosing one of five responses for each
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statement: Strongly A gee, A gee, No Opinion, Disagee, Strongly Disagee. Rubin,
Perse, and Powell note
[t]he Para-Social Interaction Scale contains
elements of empathy, perceived similarity, and
physical attraction. An affinity with television
news would foster the empathic and perceived
similarity feelings that have been conceptually
incorporated within parasodal interaction.
(P-174)
The Rubin, Perse, and Powell PSi Scale is provided in Appendix A.
In their investigation of para-sodal interaction and loneliness, Rubin, et al.
sought to develop a reliable empirical measure for para-sodal interaction.

They used

the instrument to m eastre para-sodal interaction assodated with local television news
viewing. After an individual completes the PSI scale, each response is assigned a
number value as follows: “Strongly Agee" = 5, "Agee" = 4, “No Opinion" = 3, ‘Disagee"
= 2, "Strongy Disagee" = 1. Rubin et al. report a total mean score is 2.7 with a standard
deviation of .68. Using Cronbach's alpha, they also report the reliability of the PSI scale
to be .93. A single-factor solution that accounts for 45.7% of the total variance is
confirmed by oblique-rotated prindpal factors analysis accorcfing to Rubin, Perse, and
Powell.
The Rubin, Perse, and Powell Para-Sodal Interaction Scale is a reliable
instrument for measuring para-sodal interaction assodated with local television viewing.
The present study uses this scale to measure para-sodal interaction assodated with
network as well as local television news viewing. The present study also tests the
reliability of the instrument for measuring both news viewing situations. The next section
describes the instrument used to measure rhetorical sensitivity.
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Instrument for Measuring Rhetorical Sensitivity

For the purposes of the present study, rhetorical sensitivity is defined as

a

person's tendency to ad^tM e oth er mmmgm Mhmginto account die nature of
language, th e& tm tm , and the otherperm i m m actm fmterpeneonaiencounter.
Aecordng to Hart, Carlson, and Eadie (1980), there are three dmensions of rhetorical
sensitivity. The dimension called the noble self characterizes a person with a
strong negadw tendency toward adapting. The rhetorical reflector (Intension
characterizes a person with a strong

poadm

tendency toward adapting. The rhetorical

sensitive dimension characterizes a person with a moderate tendency toward adapting.
He or she is independent but willing to adapt. Rhetorical sensitivity is measured by an
instrument developed by Carlson (1978) and Hart, Carlson, and Eade (1980). The
scale is known as the Rhetorics! Sensitivity Scale (Final Version), or RHETSEN II, and
is composed of 40 items. An individual indicates how each statement applies to himself
or herself by choosing erne of five responses for each statement: Almost Always True,
Frequently True, Sometimes True, Infrequently True, Almost Never True.
The 40-item instrument produces tr e e meastres relating to rhetorical sensitivity:
the Noble Self Scale, the Rhetorical Reflector Scale, and the Rhetorical Sensitivity
Scale. When scores from each of these scales are compared, an individual can be
classified along the rhetorical sensitivity continuum ranging from the noble self extreme
to the rhetorical reflector extreme.
Hart, Carlson, and Eade (1980) report the mean, standard deviation, and
reliability of the three internal scales. The Noble Self Scale is reported to have a mean
of 15.1 (slan ted deviation = 6.3) with a minimum sea’s of zero and a maximum score of
40. The Noble Self Scale is also reported to have a reliability of .80, with a test-retest
reliability of .87. The Rhetorical Reflector Scale is reported to have a mean of 7
(standard deviation « 3.8) with a minimum score of zero and a maximum score of 32.
The Rhetorical Reflector Scale is also reported to have a reliability of .63, with a
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test-retest reliability of .84. The Rhetorical Sensitivity Scale is reported to have a mean
of 31.8 (standard deviation « 7.5) with a minimum score of zero and a maximum score of
56. The Rhetorical Sensitivity Scale is also reported to have a reliability of .76, with a
test-retest of .84 (Hart, Carlson, and Eade, 1880). The RHETSEN II is provided in
Appendix B. A description of the scoring formula for each scale is provided in Appendix
C. The present study uses the RHETSEN II and its subscales to measure an indvidual's
rhetorical sensitivity. The next section describes the sample and the sample size used
for this study.

Sample and Sample Size

The sample for the present study was dawn from a student population in a large
Southern University. University students were utilized in the development of both the
Rubin, Perse, and Powell PSI Scale and the RHETSEN II Scale (Rubin, Perse, and
Powell, 1985; Hart, Carlson, and Eade, 1980).
Henke (1985) notes that university students in the undergraduate years undergo
a period of socialization. During this socialization period, the student develops an
orientation toward news. She found that university students increase ther use of
national and international news meda with each year in college. She also found that
university students' rated importance of national and international news increases with
each subsequent yea- of college.
The sample was dawn from undergraduate students enrolled in communication
courses at the University of Texas at Arlington. Using a medium effect size, r = .30, with a
significance level of alpha = .05, and a doored power value of .80, Cohen (1969)
suggests a sufficient sample size is 68 subjects. One hunded fifty-seven university
students were surveyed for this study. This sample size reflects an effective power value
of approximately .99.
The next section describes the method used to collect data to test the
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hypotheses.

Method of Data Collection

The method of data collection for the present study involved the design and
distrihution of a communication strvey. First, a communication survey packet was
created. The packet was dvided into two parts. The first part of the packet, the
questionnare, contained the instructions for completing the questionnaire, general
information questions, one PSI Scale for measuring network television news viewing,
one PSI Scale for measuring local television news viewing and one RHETSEN II Scale.
The general information questions included the social security number, gender, age, and
undergaduat# classification of tie respondent. Both PSI Scales were listed with two
additions], independent questions. Before responding to the PSI-network scale, the frst
question asked the respondent to identify his or her favorite network for national evening
news. The second question asked the respondent to identify his or her favorite network
newscaster and that newscaster's network affiliation. Before respondng to the PSMocal
scale, the first question asked the respondent to identify his or her favorite local
television news station for local evening news. The second question asked the
respondent to identify his or her favorite local television newscaster and that
newscaster's local station affiliation.
The second p a l of the communication survey packet contained answer sheets
for the general information questions, the PSI-Network Scale and affliated questions, the
PSI-Local Scale and affliated questions, and the RHETSEN II.
The order of die dree scales was varied in each packet. Both sections, the
questionnare and the answer sheets, were pven a corresponding alphanumeric
designation. The letter designation served to identify the order of the scales. For
example, the letter T identified the "RHETSEN II, PSI-Local, PSI-Network" sequence,
while the letter "Z" identified the "PSI-Network, PSI-Local, RHETSEN II" sequence. The
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number designation served as a respondent identification number. A sample of the
communication survey packet is located in Appendix D.
One communication survey packet was disfiibufed to each respondent. The
distribution secured during scheduied morning d ie s meetings during the Spring of
1966. Before distributing the packets, the respondents were assured that their
participation was strictly voluntary. They were fmher issu e d that ther answers would
be kept confidential. The respondents were orally reminded to Mite their responses to
questions and statements on the cesrespondng answer sheets.

Each respondent was

given thirty minutes to complete the communication suvey.
After each goup of subjects had completed the communication sirvey, the
respondents were debriefed. They were reassired that their responses would remain
confidential. The respondents were thanked for ther participation.
The method of data collection involved two procedues. Frst, a communication
survey packet was created. Second, the communication survey packet was dstributed
to the subjects. The next section describes the statistical procedures performed to test
the hypotheses.

Statistical Procedures

All pertinent data needed to be converted into numerical equivalents. The data
generated by the general information portion of the communication survey was
converted as follows: For GENDER, "Male" - 1 , "Female" - 2; For AGE, "19 and younger"

= 1, "2<r = 2, “21“ - 3, "22" = 4, "23 thru 25" = 5, “26 and elder = 6; For
CLASSIFICATION, "Freshman" « 1, "Sophomore" = 2, "Junior « 3, "Senior = 4. The
social security number served only as a checking mechanism to avoid having the same
respondent complete the communication survey more than once.
The data generated by the preference question for network television news was
converted as follows: "ABC" » 1, "CBS" - 2, "CNN" = 3, "INN" = 4, "NBC" = 5. Thedata
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generated by the preference question for the local television news was converted as
follows: “CBSB- 1 , "MBC“ - 2, "ABC“= 3, “INDEP-1“ - 4, "PBS” = 5, "INDER-2" = 6,
“INDEP-3"« 7, "INDEP-4“ - 6, and "INDEP-5" - 9. The data generated by questions
concerning the favorite network newscaster, favorite local newscaster, and ther
respective affiliations were inappropriate for numerical conversion and not needed for
addtiona! analysis.
Both the PSI scale for network news and the PSI scale for local news were
scored accordng to the method described in the frst section of this chapter.
The RHETSEN II Seale was scored for all three scales: the Noble Self Seale, the
Rhetorics! Reflector Seale, and the Rhetorical Sensitive Scale. The method used for
scoring each of these scales is detailed in Appendk B.
The second procedure was to perform statistical analysis on the (tela to test the
hypotheses. The present study used the SPSSXcomputer progam to perform the
appropriate statistical procedurfs.Canonical eesrelatien was performed to test the
relationship between para-sodal interaction and rhetorical sensitivity. Canonical
correlation is a m u ltilists technique used to describe the relationship of one set of
variables to another set of variables. For the puposes of this study, the criterion, or
dependent variables induded Para-Sodal Interaction, Local (PSIL] and Para-Sodal
Interaction, Network [PSINJ. The predictor, or independent, variables induded Noble
Self [NSJ, Rhetorical Reflector [RRJ, and Rhetorical Sensitivity [RS].
Cronbach's alpha coeffident (Cronbach, 1951) was used to test the reliability of
the PSI-network scale, the PSMocal scale, and the three internal RHETSEN II scales. A
t-Test (Williams, 1979) was performed to determine if any significant dfflerence exists
between para-sodal interaction with local television news viewing and para-sodal
interaction with network television news viewing. A M ost was performed on both the
PSI-network scale and the PSMocal scale, respectively, to determine if any significant
dfference exists between scores d ie to the distribution sequence.
Past mass communication studies have found that para-sodal interaction is
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related to age and level of education. U8ing the Pearson product-moment correlation,
the relationship between PSIL and AGE and the relationship between PSIN and AGE
were examined. Using Spearman's rho correlation the relationships between PSIL and
GENDER, PSIN and GENDER, PSIL and CLASS, and PSIN and CLASS were
examined.
This concludes the research methodology. The next chapter describes the
results of the statistical analyses.

Chapter 4

Results

A need exists to examine communication vaiables which may influence
audience activity while watching television. The previous chapter explained the
methodology used in the present study to investigate the relationship between
para-sodal interaction and rhetorical sensitivity. The present chapter describes the
results of this investigation induing a description of the sample; the relationship
between para-sodal interaction and the rhetorical reflector scale; the relationship
between para-sodal interaction and the noble self scale; the relationship between
para-sodal interaction and the rhetorical sensitivity scale; the reliability of the para-sodal
interaction scales; the reliability of the rhetorical reflector scale, the noble self scale, and
the rhetorical reflector scale; the relationship between para-sodal interaction, local, and
para-sodal interaction, network; the relationships among the rhetorical reflector, noble
self and rhetorical sensitivity scales; distribution bias and the para-sodal interaction
scales; and the relationship between para-sodal interaction, age, and level of education.

Description of the Sample

The sample was composed of 157 undergraduate students enrolled in
communication courses at the University of Texas at Arlington during the spring of 1986.
The mean age of the respondents was 21.8, with an age range of 17 to 50. Fifty-six point
six percent of the respondents were male and 48.4 percent were female. Twelve percent
of the respondents were freshmen, 30 percent were sophomores, 39 percent were
juniors, and 19 percent were seniors.
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Para-Soda! Interaction and the Rhetorical Reflector Scale

A canonical correlation analysis was performed using the MANOVA procedure
of the SPSSX proyam. This technique was used to discover if any significant
relationships exist between one goup consisting of para-sodal interaction variables and
a second goup consisting of rhetorical sensitivity variables. The criterion, or dependent,
variables were Para-Soda! Interaction, Local, designated as PSIL, and Para-Sodal
Interaction, Network, designated as PSIN. The predictor, or independent, variable® were
Noble Self, Rhetorical Reflector, and Rhetorical Sensitivity designated as NS, RR, and
RS, respectively. The results of the canonical correlation analysis are reported in Table

1.
*

The frst canonical root (Rc = .24, p < .11) and the second canonical root
(Rc * .12, p <.36) were not significant (p < .05). No significant relationship exists between
the canonical variables.
Although the results of the canonical correlation were not significant, the
strengths of the correlations suggest that relationships may exist between indviduai
variables. A series of Pearson product-moment correlations was performed to determine
the relationship among the individual variables. The results are reported in Table 2.
The first two hypotheses of this investigation predicted associations between
para-sodal interaction and the rhetorical reflector scale. Based upon the Pearson
correlations, the frst hypothesis was not supported. There is no significant positive
relationship between para-sodal interaction with local news viewing [PSIL] and scores
on the rhetorical reflector scale [RR] (r = -.01, p < .44).
The second hypothesis was not supported. There is no significant positive
relationship between para-sotiai interaction with network news viewing [PSIN] and
scores on the rhetorical reflector scale. There is no significant positive relationship
between PSIN and RR (r - -.06, p « .18).
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Table 1
CANONICAL CORRELATION AND STRUCTURE MATRIX:
PARA-SOCIAL INTERACTION AND RHETORICAL SENSITIVITY
Root 2

Root 1
.24
.06
.93
1.74
6.00
p<11

Canonical Correlation
Eigenvalue
Wilk‘a Lambda
Chi-Square
Degrees of Freedom
Significance

Standardized
Coefficients

.12
.02
.99
1.03
2.00
p < .3 6

Pearson
Correlations

Standardized
Coefficients

Pearson
Correlations

P a ra -S o d a !
Interaction
PSI,Local

.76

.99

-1.44

-.16

PSI, Network

.26

.66

1.61

.47

Dependent
[67.36]

Covariates
[5.03]

Dependent
[12.64]

NS

1.64

.95

1.26

-.22

RR

.56

-.24

.35

-.71

RS

1.02

-.59

1.90

.61

% Variance
Explained

Covariates
[0.16]

R hetorical
Sensitivity

% Variance
Explained

Dependent
[2.52]

Covariates
[43.71]

Dependent
[0.56]

Covariates
[40.25]
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Table 2
PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
BETWEEN PARA-SOCIAL INTERACTION, LOCAL,
PARA-SOCIAL INTERACTION, NETWORK, NOBLE SELF,
RHETORICAL REFLECTOR, AND RHETORICAL SENSITIVITY SCALES

Note.

NS

RR

RS

PSI, Local

.27**

-.01

-.20"

PSI, Network

.22*

-.08

-.09

* p< .01.
** P < 001
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Para-Social Interaction and the Noble Self Scale

The second set of hypotheses predicted associations between para-sodal
interaction and the noble self scale. The third hypothesis was not supported. There is
no significant negative relationship between para-sodal interaction with local television
news viewing [PSIL] and scores on the noble self scale [NS]. In fact, the reverse
relationship is suggested. A significant positive relationship is demonstrated, however
the correlation is law (r = .27, p «.001).
The fourth hypothesis was not supported. There is no significant negative
relationship between para-sodal interaction with network television news viewing [PSIN]
and scores on the noble self scale. Once again a relationship in the opposite Section is
suggested. A significant positive relationship is demonstrated, however the correlation is
l o w ( r - . 22, p< .01).

Para-Soda! Interaction and the Rhetorical Sensitivity Scale

The set of research questions sought to dscover the assodation between
para-sodal interaction and the rhetorical sensitivity scale. A significant negative
relationship is demonstrated between para-sodal interaction with local television
viewing [PSIL] and scores on the rhetorical sensitivity scale [RS], however the correlation
is low (r = -.20, p < .01). The relationship between para-sodal interation with network
news viewing [PSIN] and scores on the rhetorical sensitivity scale is not significant
(r=-.09, p <.14).

Reliability of the Para-Sodal Interaction Scales

The third set of research hypotheses predicted that the Rubin, Perse and
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Powell Para-Sodal Interaction Scale for measuring para-sodal interaction assodated
with local television news viewing would be equally reliable for para-sodal interaction
assodated with network news viewing. Cronbach’s alpha was determined by
performing the RELIABILITY procedure of the SPSSX progam. The fifth hypothesis was
supported. The PSI Scale is a reliable m eaw e of p^a-sodal interaction with network
television news viewing (alpha * .89). The dKth hypothesis was also supported. The
PSI scale was also found to be a reliable measure of para-sodal Interaction with local
television news viewing (alpha * .69).

Reliability of the Rhetorical Reflector Scale,
the Noble Self Scale and the Rhetorical Sensitivity Scale

The reliability of the three rhetorical sensitivity scales was invesitgated.
Cronbach's alpha was determined for each scale by performing the RELIABILITY
procedure of the SPSSX program. The alpha for the Rhetorical Sensitivity Scale is .67.
The alpha for the Rhetorical Reflector Scale is .56. The alpha for toe Noble Self Scale is
.71. The Noble Self Scale is considered reliable. The Rhetorical Sensitivity Scale has
adequate reliablity. The Rhetorical Reflector Scale possesses low reliablility.

Para-Sodal interaction, Local,
versus Para-Sodal Interaction, Network

The final hypothesis predicted a significant dfference between para-sodal
interaction with local television news viewing and network news viewing. The T-TEST
PAIRS procedure of the SPSSX progam was performed. The seventh hypothesis was
not supported. There is no significant dfference between para-sodal interaction with
local television news viewing and network news viewing (t = .07, df = 146, p < .94). In
fact, PSI, Local and PSI, Network, possess a significant and strong positive correlation
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(r = .79, p < .001).

The Rhetorical Reflector, Noble Self, and Rhetorical Sensitivity Scales

The relationships between the three rhetorical sensitivity scales were also
investigated. Since a low scere on the Rhetorical Sensitivity Scale could represent either
a Noble Self or a Rhetorical Reflector tendency, pirfial correlation® were determined to
anaylze the interscale relationships. The PARTIAL CORR procedure of the SPSSX
progam was performed. The results are reported in Table 3.
The partial correlations reveal that all three scales possess strong negative
correlations to each other (rNSm BS = -.88,

r s . rr “ "^5, rRRrs . ws = “®®)-

These results are in ageem ent with partial correlations reported by Hart, Caitson and
Eadie (1980). These partial correlations suggest the scales to be measuring nearly
indepedent regions along the rhetorical senativsiy continuum.

Distribution Bias and the Para-Social Interaction Scales

A t-Test was used to determine if the distribution sequence of the PSI, Local,
and the PSI, Network, scales had an influence on subject responses. This test was used
to answer the question: Is there a significant difference between subjects who responded
to the PSI Local scale first, then the PSI Network scale and subjects who responded to
the PSI Network scale first, then to the PSI Local scale? The T-TEST GROUPS
procedure of the SPSSXprogam was performed. There is no significant deference
between the PSI Local scores for the two goups (t= .14, df = 151, p < .90). There is no
significant difference between the PSI Network scores for the two goups (t = -.54, df =
149, p < .59). The dstribution sequence did not influence the subjects' responses to the
two para-social interaction scales.
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Table 3
PARTIAL CORRELATIONS BETWEEN
THE NOBLE SELF SCALE, THE RHETORICAL REFLECTOR SCALE,
AND THE RHETORICALSENSITIVITY SCALE

NS

RR

RS

-.88*

-.95*

RR

Note. * p < .001.

-.89*
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Para-Social Interaction, Age, and Level of Education

Past mass communication studies have found that para-social interaction is
related to age and level of education. Pearson's product-moment correlation was used
to determine the relationship between para-social interaction and age. The Spearman's
rho correlation was used to determine the relationship between para-social interaction
and level of education. The PEARSON CORR and NONPAR CORR procedures of the
SPSS x program were performed. In this investigation, no significant correlation exists
between the variables of pera-sodal interaction and the variables of age and level of
education.The results of these procedures are reported in Table 4.
This concludes Chapter Four covering the results used to describe the sample,
accept or reject hypotheses, and answer research questions. The next chapter
<f8cu88e8 and describes limitations to this investigation.

Table 4
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN
PARA-SOCIAL INTERACTION,
AGE, AND LEVEL OF EDUCATION

AGE*

Note.

EDUCATION**

PSI, Local

.01

.01

PSI, Network

.04

-.005

NS

.07

.13

RR

.02

-.13

RS

-.03

-.02

* Pearson's product-moment correlations.
** Spearman’s rho correlations.

Chapter 5

Discussion and Limitations

The purpose of this investigation was to expand on the work initiated by Levy
and Windahl (1984) concerning mecia use end the communication sequence. They
suggest that audience activity is an intervening variable in the mass communication
process. Rubin and Rubin (1982) argue that “[ijt would be valuable to consider the
linkages among interpersonal communication...and television use that render television
to be an important communication vehicle for some persons" (p. 242). Based on these
observations, this study sought to discover the nature of the relationship between
television viewing and interpersonal communication. Specifically, this study examined
the relationship between para-social interaction, a type of audience involvement during
exposure to television, and rhetorical sensitivity, an attitude toward encoding spoken
messages. Para-social interaction was examined in terms of local and network
television news viewing.
This chapter is divided into two sections. The first section is a discussion of the
results reported in Chapter Four. The second section discusses the limitations inherent
in this study.

Discussion

Para-social interaction is characterized by a willingness to adapt and accept
roles prescribed by the persona of a television program. The rhetorically sensitive
person is one who accepts role taking as a natural part of the communication process
and is willing to adapt in an interpersonal communication situation. The similarity of
characteristics raised the question: Is there a relationship between para-social
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interaction and rhetorical sensitivity? This study endeavored to answer this question.
The dscussion begins with the relationships among para-social interaction for
both local and network news viewing, rhetoric®! reflector scores, noble self scores, and
rhetorical sensitivity scores. This is followed by a discussion of the reliability of the PSI
Scales and die RHETSEN II Scales. The dscussion section concludes with the
relationship between para-social interaction with local television news viewing and
para-social interaction with network television news viewing.

Para-Social Interaction and Rhetorical Sensitivity

The first two sets of hypotheses dealt with the relationships between
para-sodal interaction and the exfremes of the rhetorical sensitivity continuum. The frst
set of hypotheses concerned the rhetorical reflector scale. Neither of the hypotheses
was supported. The rhetorical reflector scale score correlations with PSI Local and PSI
Network were not significant.
The second set of hypotheses predicted a negative relationship between
para-sodal interaction and scores on the noble self scale. Neither of the hypotheses
was supported. In fact, the correlation between noble self scores, PSI Local and PSI
Network, appeared to be positive and significant, opposite the predicted drection.
The hypotheses were predicated on a person's willingness to adapt to roles
prescribed by other people. Accordng to these results, the assumption that the
willingness to adapt functions the same for mass m eda communication and for
interpersonal communication appears to be false. Those persons characterized by high
noble self scores, less willing to adapt interpersonally, may be willing to engage in
para-sodal interaction. On the other hand, those persons with high rhetorical reflector
scores, with a need to adapt to a person, show no tendency to engage in para-sodal
interaction.
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The set of research questions concerned the relationship between para-sodal
interaction and scores on the rhetorical sensitivity scale. The results suggest that PSI
Local scores and scores on the rhetoric®! sensitivity scale are negative and significantly
correlated. PSI Network scores and rhetorical sensitivity scores are not significantly
correlated. These results coupled with the results of correlations with the noble self and
rhetorical reflector scales describe a continuum. As one moves from the noble self end
of the rhetorical sensitivity continuum towards the rhetorical reflector end, the tendency to
engage in para-sodal interaction decreases. This description of the continuum is the
opposite of the predicted description.
The rationale for the predicted drection of the hypotheses was the common
characteristics between para-sodal interaction and rhetorical sensitivity of adaptation
and role acceptance. Previous empirical research concerning para-sodal interaction
focused on the interpersonal aspects of media use. McQuail, Blumler and Brown (1972)
described para-sodal interaction as a form of meda companionship. Roseng’sn and
Windahl (1972) described para-sodal interaction as the media user interacting with the
media actor as if he or she was present. All of the empirical etudes refer to Horton and
Wohl's (1956) original definition of a para-sodal relationship as a “seeming face-to4ace
relationship between spectator and performer ( p.215). The pm -sodal interaction
etudes have assumed the tenets of adaptability and role acceptance suggested by
Horton and Wohl.
Previous empirical rese^ch concerning rhetorical sensitivity has induded
investigating the relationship between rhetorically sensitivity and occupations
(communication dsorder dinidans, Dowling and Bliss, 1984; nurses, Hart, Eade, and
Carlson, 1980), investigating the relationship between rhetorical sensitivity and behavior
(accounting behavior, Kelly, 1981; verbal behavior, McCaHister, 1981, and Rybacki,
1983), and investigating the relationship between rhetorical sensitivity and education
(Carlson, 1978 and Schoen, 1981). All of these etudes focused on the “sensitivity” of an
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individual adapting to the needs of others. The empirical etudes of rhetorical sensitivity
relied on Hart and Burks' (1972) assumptions of accepting role-taking and a willingness
to undergo adaptation.
The remilts of the present study demonstrate that the characteristics o?
para-sodal interaction and rhetorical sensitivity are not related in the way previous
empirical resem'ch would suggest. The results point to an inverse relationship between
para-sodal interaction and rhetorical sensitivity.

Darnell and Brotioiede (1976) offer

theoretical descriptions of the three rhetorical sensitivity dassifications which may shed
light on the findngs. A previously unexplored factor, feedback, may serve to explain the
relationship between these two variables.
This explanation lies in two dmensions. The dimensions that will be examined
are the nature of communicative choices and the nature of intrapersonal communication.
The dscussion which follows is based on a theoretical explanation and provides post
hoc explanation for this study's results. These explanations are without experimental
support.
The first dmension, the nature of communicative choices, refers to the basis for
rhetorical decisions used by noble selves, rhetorical reflectors, and rhetorical sensitives.
Hart and B u ts (1972) suggest that the "rhetorical decision is one of choosing among
possible verbalizations, of deddng which role we should play at a given point in time"
(p. 79). The noble self decides on the bams of self. She or he considers the situation
and the other person seconderily, if at all, in making communicative choices. The noble
self does not need feedback to be satisfied with an interpersonal transaction. Television
offers the noble self a partner who provides no feedMck. The noble self projects his or
her perceptions, perspectives, and principles onto the other person. Hoble selves "share
a choice only by finding someone who chooses pretty much as they choose" (Darnell
and Brockriede, 1976, p. 177). These characteristics suggest that once noble selves
choose their news source they may project their perceptions and principles onto the
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newscaster. This projection creates a perfect noble self partner. The newscaster
becomes a reflection of the noble seff. The noble self would have a tendency toward
transaction with such a person. This tendency would explain the possible positive
relationship between para-sodal interaction and noble self scores.
The nature of communicative choices may also explain the results concerning
the relationship between para-sodal interaction and scores on the rhetorical reflector
scale. Rhetorical reflectors "initiate neither monologue nor dalogue; they partidpate
passively by responding to the monologue of another person..." (p. 179). This
characteristic suggests that reflectors have a strong tendency toward para-sodal
interaction. The results indeale no such tendency. The explanation for these results
may lie in the rhetorical dedsions of the rhetorical reflector. The only "choice" a
rhetorical reflector makes is to accomodate redprocal roles of the other person. The
rhetorical reflector is a passive p&tidpant. She or he is dependent on the other person
for rhetorical choices. The rhetorical reflector also desires to be liked. She or he feels it
is important to please others and to be liked. These dwactsristics suggest that the
rhetorical reflector may be extremely dependent on positive feedback from the other
individual. Feedback verifies the other person's acceptance of the rhetorical reflector's
chosen role. Since the television newscaster cannot project this type of "acceptance"
feedback, the rhetorical reflector may have a tendency to avoid para-sodal interaction.
This tendency would explain the lack of a relationship between para-sodal interaction
and scores on the rhetorics! reflector scale.
The nature of communicative choices may also explain the results concerning
para-sodal interaction and scores on the rhetorical sensitivity scale. Rhetoric©!
sensitives "engage in a transaction, in a merging of perspectives out of which is to come
a series of shared choices" (Darnell and Brockriede, 1976, p. 160). The fundamental
characteristics of the rhetorically sensitive person are engaging in transaction and
sharing choices. These characteristics align in drect opposition to the characteristics of
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para-sodal interaction. Para-sodal interaction is an "imagined" interaction. No actual
transaction takes place. Without a transaction, the rhetorical sensitive cannot share
choices. The characteristics assodated with both the rhetorically sensitive person and
para-sodal interaction suggest a tendency on the part of the rhetorical sensitive to avoid
engaging in para-sodal interaction. This tendency would explain the negative
relationship (significant only with PSI, Local) between para-sodal interaction and scores
on the rhetorical sensitivity scale.
The nature of communicative choices may explain the results of this study. The
rhetorical dedsions concerting role selection made by the noble selves, rhetorical
reflectors, and rhetorical sensitives are based on self, the other person, and the prospect
of shared choices, respectively. Feedback appears to be a necessity for tie rhetorical
reflector and the rhetorical sensitive. Para-sodal interaction is an imagined transaction.
The greater the emphasis a person places on the other individual as the bads for a
rhetorical deddon, the less likely she or he will engage in para-sodal interaction. On
the other hand, the p'eater the emphasis a person places on herself or himself for a
rhetorical deddon, the more likely she or he will engage in para-sodal interaction.
One area assodated with the nature of communicative choices is the nature of
television news viewing.

The nature of television news viewing refers to the

instrumental and ritualized uses of televidon. Instrumental televidon use is intentional,
goal-directed, and focuses on content. Ritualized televidon use is dverdonary, time
consuming, and focuses on the medium.

Rubin, Perse, and Powell (1965) found that

‘[p]ara-sodal interaction was assodated with the instrumental use of televidon news" (p.
177). This assodation may help to explain the remilts of this study.
The noble self is a dominating communicator. She or he wishes to eontrol the
communication situation. The rhetorical reflector is a subordnating communicator. She
or he wishes to be guided or managed. The rhetorical sensitive is a cooperating
communicator. She or he wishes to engage in neither absolute control nor absolute
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subordnation. Rather, she or he wishes to engage in a transaction.
The communicative choices of the noble seif ere self drected. A noble self
may have a tendency to engage in instrumental televidon use rather than ritualized
televidon use. Instrumental televidon use is associated with para-sodal interaction.
S o r e s on the noble self scale are associated with p»a-soda! interaction. This
tendency would partially explain the dgnificant positive relationship between para-sodal
interaction and scores on the noble eel? scale.
The communicative choices of the rhetorical reflector are other drected. A
rhetorical reflector may have a tendency to engage in neither instrumental nor ritualized
televidon use. The rhetorical reflector needs acceptance feedback. Televidon offers no
role approval feedback. This tendency would explain tfie lack of a relationship between
para-sodal interaction and scores on the rhetorical reflector scale.
The communicative choices of the rhetorical sensitive are transactionafly
drected. A rhetorical sensitive may have a tendency to engage in ritualized televidon
use rathe’ than instrumental televidon use. The rhetorical sensitive thrives on shared
choices. Televidon offers no shared choices. This tendency would explain the negative
relationship between pe-a-sodal interaction and scores on the rhetorical sensitivity
scale. Instrumental and ritualized use of televidon news provide a variable which may
explain the results of this study.
The second dmendon, the nature of infrapersona! communication, refers to the
infernal processes assodated with para-sodal interaction and rhetorical sensitivity. Both
communication concepts function internally. They are both infrapersonal by nature,
though they are applied to dfferent types of communication situations, mass
communication and interpersonal communication, respectively. However, each is
related to a dfferent internal process. Para-sodal interaction is related to the internal
process of decodng. People watch the news and decode the information they receive
from the televidon screen. Rhetorical sensitivity is related to the internal process of
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encoding. By definition, rhetorical sensitivity is the attitude toward encoding spoken
messages. Para-sodal interaction involves a process of externally receiving and
internally decoding information, while rhetorical sensitivity involves a process of
internally encoding and externally sendng information. These processes are
functionally distinct. This distinction may explain the low correlation and lack of
relationship between para-sodal interaction and rhetorical sensitivity.
The nature of communicative choices and the natire of intrapersonal
communication are dmensions which may explain the results of this study. There may
be other explanations as to why the rhetorical sensitivity continuum moves from a
positive relationship to a negative relationship to no relationship with para-sodal
interaction. The two dmensions dscussed suggest initial areas to search for
explanations.

Reliability

The third set of hypotheses concerned the reliability of the Rubin, Perse, and
Powell Para-Sodal interaction Scale. The scale's reliability had been previously tested
for para-sodal interaction with local television news viewing. The alpha was .95 (Rubin
et al., 1965). In this study, the scale's reliability was tested for network news viewing, as
well as retested for local news viewing. The alpha was .69 for both network news
viewing and local news viewing. The alphas suggest the scale is a reliable measure for
both types of television news. Previously, researchers designed instruments to measure
specific news progam types such as local news, network news, and news magazine
progams. Researchers now have a specific instrument for measuring para-sodal
interaction with local and n etw at television news progams.
Although hypotheses were not suggested, the reliability of the three internal
rhetorical sensitivity scales were tested. The Noble Self Scale possesses the highest
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reliability with an alpha of .71. The Rhetorical Sensitivity Scale possesses the second
highest reliability with an alpha of .67. The Rhetorical Reflector Scale possesses the
lowest reliability with an alpha of .66. The rhetorical reflector reliability results may offer
a partial explanation for the low eofreSations between para-sodal interaction and
rhetorical reflector scores. There is a strong negative relationship between the
Rhetorical Reflector Scale and the Rhetorical Sensitivity Scale. However, the Rhetorical
Reflector Scale may not be consistently measuring an extreme of the rhetorical
sensitivity continuum.

Para-Social Interaction: Local and Network Television Mews Viewing

The seventh and final hypothesis predicted a <§fference between para-sodal
interaction with local televidon news viewing and para-sodal interaction with network
television news viewing. This hypothesis was not supported. In this study, there is no
deference between para-sodal interaction with local news viewing and with network
news viewing. Although not hypothesized, the two situations of para-sodal interaction
possess a dgnificant positive relationship. Structural progam format differences do not
appear to make a dfference in the tendency toward para-sodal interaction.
The strong assodation between both news situations may be explained by the
consistent positive relationship between para-sodal interaction and scores on the noble
self scale. For example, noble selves engage in p^a-sodal interaction. If noble selves
engage in instrumental television use for informational purposes, then they would be
considered content-oriented. The dfferent types of sw ears! formate would then be
unimportant to an individual engaged in para-sodal interaction. The correlation
between para-sodal interaction fa- local and network news viewing suggests that
persons who have a tendency toward para-sodal interaction with one type of news
viewing may also have a tendency toward para-sodal interaction with the other type of
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news viewing.
Although there is no dfference between PSI, Local, and PSI, Network, there is
a dfference between PSI, Local, and PSI, Network, when examining rhetorical
sensitivity. In the cases where a significant correlation is demonstrated, PSI Local
correlates higher with the Noble Self Scale and the Rhetorical Sensitivity Scale than
does PSI Network. One explanation could be that the local newscaster is a superior
para-sodal partner to the network newscaster. However, the correlations are low and
such an explanation must be considered with caution.
This condudes the dscussion section covering the relationship between
para-sodal interaction and rhetorical sensitivity, reliability, and the relationship between
para-sodal interaction with local and network television news viewing.
The next section dscusses the limitations of this investigation.

Limitations

This study was designed to explore the relationships between para-sodal
interaction and rhetorical sensitivity. The limitations of this study are covered in this
section. Limitations are dscussed in four areas. First, the present study is limited by its
exploratory nature. Second, the present study is limited by the nature of its sam ple..
Third, the present study is limited by the nature of the instruments used to measure the
variables. Finally, the present study is limited by the nature of the results
The first limitation of this study is its exploratory nature. Only one previous
investigation (Cohson, 1982) relates a communication variable, communication
avoidance, to para-sodal interaction. This study examined a relatively unexplored
region of assodation. The nature of such a preliminary investigation limits the
extrapolation of results to short term suggestions rather than long term condusions.
However, this is a limitation of consideration, not of investigation. There is still a need to
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study the relationship between mass media communication and interpersonal
communication.
The second limitation of this study is the nature of the sample. The sample was
dawn from college students enrolled in communication courses tows'ds the end of the
Spring semester of 1986. Schoen (1981) found that students increased in ther
rhetorical sensitivity scores and decreased ther rhetorical reflector scores after taking a
basic speech course. Since all of the subjects were enrolled in a communication course,
Schoen's findings may suggest an influence

m the rhetorical sensitivity scores.

Taking

regional deferences into account, the age and classification of the respondents justify
extrapolation to the general college student population. However, conclusions and
applications concerning the general population are inappropriate.
The third limitation of this study relates to the instruments used to measure the
variables. Specifically, the alphas of the Rhetorical Reflector Scale and the Rhetorical
Sensitivity Scale are low enouc^t to bring into question the reliability of these scales.
The uniqueness of the sample may explain the low reliability scores on the Rhetorical
Reflector Scale. Conclusions and applications concerning the relationship between
para-sodal interaction and these two scales are suspect
The Para-Social Interaction Scale possesses high reliability for measuring both
local and network televidon news viewing. The scale is an instrument which measures
para-sodal interaction with news personae. This aspect of the scale is an inherent
limitation of the study. Condudons and applications concerning general televidon
viewing are inappropriate.
The final area of limitation is the nature of the results. The significant
correlations between para-sodal interaction and the three measures of rhetorical
sensitivity are moderate to weak. Condudons and applications drawn from these results
should be examined dosely for the strength of the relationships.
This condudes Chapter Five covering the cfiscusdon and limitations of this

study. The final chapter is a summary and conclusion to this study.

Chapter 6

Conclusion and Suggestions for Future Research

Electronic media sre a significant part of American life. The number of
television sets and radios exceed® the U.S. population. People use television in a
number of Afferent ways. Past researchers have suggested some people use television
to fulfill ther need for social interaction. The use of television to meet the need for social
interaction was the impetus for this study. This chapter discusses the suggestions for
future research.
The present study sought to determine the relationship between mass
communication and interpersonal communication.
terms of para-sodal interaction.

Mass communication was defined in

Interpersonal communication was defined in terms of

rhetorical sensitivity. The focus of this study was on the indvidual television viewer
watching local and network news. It asked the questions: Is there a relationship between
the way an individual watches local and network television new progams and an
attitude that he or she holds toward interpersonal communication? Specifically, is there
a relationship between para-sodal interaction and rhetorical sensitivity?
The results and limitations provide a basis for suggestions concerning future
research. The results of the study are tentative. No strong correlations between
para-sodal interaction and rhetorical sensitivity were demonsfrated. The lack of
confirmation of this study's hypotheses does not prove that an inverse relationship exists
between para-sodal interaction and rhetorical sensitivity. The fret suggestion for future

research is to confirm the findings of this study. None of the hypotheses was supported.
In fact, significant relationships were demonstrated in the opposite drection predicted by
the hypotheses. Research could be conducted aimed at proving the reverse drections
are significant and can be accepted. Future research could also indude classification of
noble selves, rhetorical reflectors, and rhetorical sensitives using all three scales in
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conjunction with each other.
This confirmation research could include a reconceptualization of rhetorical
sensitivity. The low reliability of the three internal scales, the apparent independence of
each scale, and the post hoc explanation of the results suggest that the RHETSENII
scale may be measuring something beyond an attitude \wm& encoding spoken
messages. Adaptation and role-aeeeptance are predicated on fee&ack received from
the other person in an interpersonal transaction. Without feedback, there is no need to
adapt. Without feedback, role choice and acceptance become irevelanf. The
RHETSEN II scale may be measuring a deeodng attitude toward accepting verbal and
nonverbal feedback. Reconceptualization of rhetorical sensitivity may also be necessary
to improve the reliability of the internal scales.
Confirmation research could also incorporate other variables which may
provide insight into the relationship between para-sodal interaction and rhetorical
sensitivity. The opportunity for persona! interaction may explain an individual's tendency
toward para-sodal interaction as it relates to his or her rhetorical sensitivity. The theater
an individual's opportunity for personal interaction, the less likely he or she will engage
in para-sodal interaction (Gregg, 1971; Levy, 1979). For example, based on the results
of this study, one would expect the cheater an individual's opportunity for personal
interaction, the higher he or she will score on the rhetorical reflector scale. The inverse
relationship may be expected between the opportunity for personal interaction and the
noble seff scale.
A second suggestion for future research is to expand the investigation of the
relationship between mass communication and interpersonal communication. Mass
communication occurs in a one-way channel. The absence of feedback unique to mass
communication provides a valuable tod in understanding how feedback functions in
interpersonal communication.
The results of this study suggest that there is a relationship between mass
communication and interpersonal communication. The concept of para-sodal
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interaction provides an initial tool to study the questions concerning feedback. At
present, the Rubin, Perse, and Powell (1985) PSI Scale is limited to local and network
television news viewing. F utue research could focus on expandng the concept of
para-sodal interaction into other types of progam s and other forms of media. For
example, does radio listening, with listener call-in games, constitute a unique form of
communication, distinct from both interpersonal communication and para-sodal
interaction? These questions could lead to a better understanding of face-to-face
communication (as in a conversation), person-to-person medated communication (as in
a telephone conversation), and mass communication (as in listening to a radio).
In conclusion, this study was an extension of work initiated by Levy and
Windahl (1984). They suggest that audence activity influences the mass communication
process. The present study sought to determine what type of relationship, if any, exists
between mass communication (in terms of an indvidual's tendency toward watching
television news as if it were an interpersonal fransaction) and his or her attitude toward
interpersonal communication. Specifically, this study asked the question: "What is the
relationship between para-sodal interaction and rhetorical sensitivity?".
This study found that the relationship between an indvidual's television news
watching habits and his or her attitude toward interpersonal communication were weakly
related. The hypotheses were not supported; however, significant relationships were
suggested in the opposite Section of the hypotheses. The geater the tendency for an
indvidual to watch television news as if he or she may be engaged in a face-to-face
conversation, the less likely that he or she is sensitive to the needs of others in a real
interpersonal transaction. The suggested research drections need to be investigated if
more is to be learned about the relationship between mass communication and
interpersonal communication.
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Appendix D
Communication Survey Packet
THIS IS A COMMUNICATION SURVEY. READ AND FOLLOW ALL INSTRUCTIONS
CAREFULLY. PLEASE ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS HONESTLY AND TO THE BEST
OF YOUR ABILITY. THERE ARE NO RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWERS. PLEASE USE
THE ANSWER SHEET PROVIDED FOR ALL OF YOUR ANSWERS. ONCE YOU HAVE
COMPLETED A SECTION, DO NOT GO BACK. ALL OF YOUR RESPONSES WILL
REMAIN STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL. THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION.

I. Please write down your social security number.

II. Please circle your gender.

III. Please write down your age.

IV. Please circle your classification.

Listed below are a number of statements about communication. Please respond to each
statement individually. For each statement, please indicate your opinion by drding one
of the following:
A = almost always true
B=frequently true
C = sometimes true
D = infrequently true
E = almost never true

[PLACE THE RHETSENII HERE. SEE APPENDIX B]
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Appendix D
(Continued)
I. Which of the following is your favorite television network for the national evening
news? Please d rde only one.
A. ABC, The American Broadcasting Network
B. CBS, The Columbia Broadcasting Network
C. CNN, The Cable News Network
D. INN, The Independent News Network.
E. NBC, The National Broadcasting Network
II. Who is your favorite television network newscaster? Please print his or her name and
his or her network in the space provided.
III. Listed below are a number of statements about network news programs. Please
respond to each statement individually. For each statement, please indicate your
opinion by tirding one of the following:
A=strongiy acp*ee
B = ayee
C = no opinion
D = dsag ee
E = strongly dsagree

[PLACE THE PARASOCIAL INTERACTION SCALE HERE. SEE APPENDIX AJ

I. Which of the following is your favorite local television news station for local evening
news? Please cirde only one.
A. KDFW, Channel 4
B. KXAS, Channel 5
C. WFAA, Channel 6
D. KTVT, Channel 11
E. KERA, Channel 13
F. KXTA, Channel 21
G. KDFI, Channel 27
H. KNBN, Channel 33
I. KLTJ, Channel 43
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Appendix D
(Continued)
II. Who ie your favorite local television newscaster? Please print his or her name and his
or her station call letters in the space provided.
III. Listed below are a number of statements about local news progams. Please
respond to each statement individually. For each statement, please indicate your
opinion by circling one of the following:
A=strongly a g e e
B = agee
C - no opinion
D = dsagree
E = strongly disagee

[PLACE THE PARASOCIAL INTERACTION SCALE HERE. SEE APPENDIX AJ

ANSWER SHEET
I. Social Security Number:____ __________ - ______

II. Gender:

Male

Female

III. Age:

IV. Classification:

Freshman

Sophomore

Junior

Senior
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Appendix D
(Continued)
Answer Sheet for P a g e .
I.

A

B

C

D

E

II. My favorite network newscaster is:

(his or her full name)

My favorite network newscaster is on:

(network call letters)

PAGE___

PAGE ___

1.A B C D E

11. A B C D E

2.ABCDE

12. A B C D E

3. A B C D E

13A B C D E

4. A B C D E

14. A B C D E

5. A B C D E

15A B C D E

6.ABCDE

16. A B C D E

7. A B C D E

17. A B C D E

0.ABCDE

16. A B C D E

9.ABCDE

19. A B C D E

10. A B C D E

20.ABCDE
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Appendix D
(Continued)
Answer Sheet for P a g e .
I

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

II. My favorite local newscaster is:

(his or her full name)

My favorite local newscaster is on:

(station call letters)

PAGE___

PAGE___

1.ABCDE

11.A B C D E

2. A B C D E

12. A B C D E

3.ABCDE

13A B C D E

4.ABCDE

14. A B C D E

5.ABCDE

15A B C D E

6.ABCDE

16. A B C D E

7. A B C D E

17. A B C D E

B.ABCDE

16. A B C D E

9.ABCDE

19. A B C D E

10. A B C D E

20. A B C D E
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Appendix D
(Continued)
Answer Sheet for Page

—

PAGE___

PAGE___

PAGE___

1.A B C D E

16. A B C D E

31. A B C D E

2.ABCDE

17. A B C D E

32. A B C D E

3. A B C D E

16A B C D E

33. A B C D E

4.ABCDE

19. A B C D E

34 . A B C D E

5.ABCDE

20. A B C D E

35. A B C D E

6.ABCDE

21.A B C D E

36.ABCDE

7. A B C D E

22 . A B C D E

37. A B C D E

8.ABCDE

23. A B C D E

36.ABCDE

9.ABCDE

24. A B C D E

39 . A B C D E

10.ABCDE

25. A B C D E

40. A B C D E

11.A B C D E

26. A B C D E

12. A B C D E

27. A B C D E

13. A B C D E

26. A B C D E

14. A B C D E

29. A B C D E

15. A B C D E

30. A B C D E
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